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a b s t r a c t
This project investigated the ways in which visual cues and bodily cues from self-motion
are combined in spatial navigation. Participants completed a homing task in an immersive
virtual environment. In Experiments 1A and 1B, the reliability of visual cues and selfmotion cues was manipulated independently and within-participants. Results showed that
participants weighted visual cues and self-motion cues based on their relative reliability
and integrated these two cue types optimally or near-optimally according to Bayesian principles under most conditions. In Experiment 2, the stability of visual cues was manipulated
across trials. Results indicated that cue instability affected cue weights indirectly by influencing cue reliability. Experiment 3 was designed to mislead participants about cue reliability by providing distorted feedback on the accuracy of their performance. Participants
received feedback that their performance with visual cues was better and that their performance with self-motion cues was worse than it actually was or received the inverse feedback. Positive feedback on the accuracy of performance with a given cue improved the
relative precision of performance with that cue. Bayesian principles still held for the most
part. Experiment 4 examined the relations among the variability of performance, rated
confidence in performance, cue weights, and spatial abilities. Participants took part in
the homing task over two days and rated confidence in their performance after every trial.
Cue relative confidence and cue relative reliability had unique contributions to observed
cue weights. The variability of performance was less stable than rated confidence over
time. Participants with higher mental rotation scores performed relatively better with
self-motion cues than visual cues. Across all four experiments, consistent correlations were
found between observed weights assigned to cues and relative reliability of cues, demonstrating that the cue-weighting process followed Bayesian principles. Results also pointed
to the important role of subjective evaluation of performance in the cue-weighting process
and led to a new conceptualization of cue reliability in human spatial navigation.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The ability to navigate through the environment is a skill that our prehistoric progenitors depended upon for survival, and
one that even modern humans rely upon for many daily activities. Effective navigation depends on the ability to estimate
one’s position from information in the environment and from information internal to the organism. The accuracy and pre-
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cision of position estimates depend on a host of factors, including the reliability of these sources of information and the manner in which they are combined.
Spatial cues to position can be divided into two categories. Internal self-motion cues (idiothetic cues) refer to bodily information generated by self-movement, such as vestibular cues and proprioceptive cues. External environmental cues (allothetic cues) refer to inputs from the outside world, such as visual and auditory cues. Environmental cues can be further
subdivided into those that are not directly informative about position but can be used to estimate position (e.g., optic flow)
and those that are directly informative about position in the environment (e.g., landmark beacons). Navigation using selfmotion cues (e.g., vestibular cues, proprioceptive cues) and environmental cues that themselves are not directly informative
about position (e.g., optic flow) is referred to as path integration (Loomis, Klatzky, Golledge, & Philbeck, 1999). Many animals
demonstrate remarkable abilities to navigate using path integration (Etienne & Jeffery, 2004; Wehner & Menzel, 1969).
Humans, however, are relatively poorer at path integration than are ants and rodents, in particular (Loomis et al., 1993,
1999).
1.1. Bayesian approach to cue combination1
One heuristic to achieve better performance when multiple spatial cues are available is to combine spatial information
from those cues instead of relying on one source, as every information source can be contaminated by noise and errors
can be decreased by collecting multiple inputs. A second heuristic is to attend more to spatial cues considered as more reliable, so that limited cognitive resources are distributed efficiently. Bayesian principles of cue integration capture both of
these heuristics.
Bayesian theory provides a systematic and quantitative method to investigate the manner in which different cues are
integrated (Cheng, Shettleworth, Huttenlocher, & Rieser, 2007). Bayesian theory posits that the cue integration process
involves linearly combining single-cue estimates, weighted by relative cue reliabilities,

C ¼ wA  Q A þ wB  Q B

ð1Þ

In this formula, C is the combined estimate, QA and QB are the estimates from single cues, and wA and wB are weights
assigned to individual cues. Cue reliability is usually inferred from subjects’ performance and is inversely related to response
variance,

r ¼ 1=r2

ð2Þ

Thus, cue reliability is measured objectively and assesses the precision of the location representation associated with the
cue.2 Cue reliability reflects the level of performance when a cue is used exclusively in a given task. In the example shown in
Fig. 1, cue A is more reliable than cue B. Based on Bayesian principles, the weights for cues A and B are,

wA ¼ r A =ðr A þ r B Þ

ð3Þ

wB ¼ r B =ðr A þ r B Þ

ð4Þ

Equivalently,

wA ¼ r2B =ðr2A þ r2B Þ

ð5Þ

wB ¼ r2A =ðr2A þ r2B Þ

ð6Þ

The cue weights are therefore complementary and must sum to 1.0.
The variance of the combined estimate is,

r2c ¼ r2A  r2B =ðr2A þ r2B Þ

ð7Þ

Equivalently,

1=r2c ¼ 1=r2A þ 1=r2B

ð8Þ

It is clear from Eq. (8) that the variance of the combined estimate must be less than the variance of the single-cue estimates. Bayesian cue combination is optimal in the sense that the combined parameter estimate will have maximum precision mathematically (Fig. 1, red curve). This is a key prediction of optimal cue combination.
When estimates derived from single cues are in disparity, the combined mean is a compromise between the two singlecue estimates and its proximities to the two single-cue estimates are determined by the relative cue reliabilities. The combined estimate will be closer to the single-cue estimate of the more reliable cue. Thus, the manner in which weights are distributed between cue A and cue B can be measured in terms of the relative proximities between single-cue response

1
Consistent with prior research on this topic, we refer to the approach as Bayesian, even though studies of human navigation (including ours) have assumed
uniform priors for information sources. In fact, the approach used in our work is more accurately referred to as maximum-likelihood estimation.
2
We discuss the concept of cue reliability, as an intrinsic property of cues and as it is measured, in depth in the General Discussion.
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Fig. 1. Bayesian framework of cue interaction. The two black curves represent single-cue distributions. The red curve represents the distribution
corresponding to optimal cue integration. The blue curve represents the distribution corresponding to cue alternation with the alternation ratio equal to the
optimal weight determined by Bayesian principles. The horizontal axis represents the continuous dimension of spatial locations. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

distributions and the combined-cue response distribution. This measure of relative proximity should agree with cue relative
reliability if Bayesian rules are followed. In Fig. 1, the combined distribution is closer to the cue A distribution because cue A
has higher reliability than does cue B. Cue weights therefore can be estimated from relative reliabilities—which are derived
from the variances of response distributions (Eqs. (2)–(6))—or from the relative proximities between response distributions
(using an appropriate measure of central tendency). Cue weights estimated from relative reliabilities are typically referred to
as ‘‘predicted weights” because they correspond to the weights predicted by Bayesian theory. Cue weights estimated from
the relative proximities of combined-cue and single-cue response distributions are typically referred to as ‘‘observed
weights” or ‘‘actual weights”. Anticipating our findings, comparisons of relative reliabilities to relative proximities—of predicted weights to observed weights—can be informative about cue-weighting processes in navigation.
In some situations, instead of combining cues, navigators alternate between cues, like children tested in the study by
Nardini, Jones, Bedford, and Braddick (2008) (Fig. 1, blue line). Cue alternation refers to the use of one cue exclusively for
a certain proportion of trials and use of the other cue exclusively for the remaining trials. If cues are selected based on their
relative reliabilities, the alternation ratio will be equivalent to cue relative reliability. This means that the more reliable cue is
used more often. Cue alternation, however, does not produce a reduction in response variability for multiple cues. Cue
weights alone cannot distinguish Bayesian cue integration from cue alternation if cue selection probabilities are equal to
cue relative reliabilities. To distinguish these models one must determine whether response variability reduction has
occurred in multiple-cue conditions.
Researchers in several domains of investigation have demonstrated that people and non-human animals are able to combine or weight two different information sources optimally in a Bayesian manner (Butler, Smith, Campos, & Bülthoff, 2010;
Ernst & Banks, 2002; Ernst & Bulthoff, 2004; Fetsch, Turner, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2009; Glennerster, Tcheang, Gilson,
Fitzgibbon, & Parker, 2006; Helbig & Ernst, 2007; Parise, Spence, & Ernst, 2012; Svarverud, Gilson, & Glennerster, 2010). Even
when navigators do not combine cues, they appear to alternate between cues using probabilities that are consistent with
optimal cue weights (Nardini et al., 2008). Such results imply that people and non-human animals might be natural Bayesian
observers and that the brain might be inherently organized by Bayesian principles (Fetsch, Pouget, DeAngelis, & Angelaki,
2012; Gu, Angelaki, & DeAngelis, 2008; Ma, Beck, Latham, & Pouget, 2006). However, the application of Bayesian principles
to human spatial navigation is relatively limited (Bates & Wolbers, 2014; Frissen, Campos, Souman, & Ernst, 2011; Nardini
et al., 2008; Petrini, Caradonna, Foster, Burgess, & Nardini, 2016; Zhao & Warren, 2015b). Many open questions remain about
cue combination in navigation, such as when optimal cue integration occurs and how other cognitive processes might influence the implementation of Bayesian rules (Ernst, Banks, & Bulthoff, 2000; Talsma, Doty, & Woldorff, 2007). In addition, we
speculate that the application of Bayesian theory to the domain of spatial navigation can be very helpful in reconciling some
long-lasting debates in the spatial cognition literature and also provides new perspectives to navigational issues.
To reveal critical advantages of the Bayesian approach, we will compare it to other commonly used paradigms that have
been employed in the spatial cognition domain. A frequently used paradigm is cue competition, to which the majority of the
following section will be devoted. We will also discuss cue combination studies that have been conducted in the spatial navigation literature. These studies address the cue integration problem but lack key features of the Bayesian integration
paradigm.
1.2. Cue competition and combination studies
Many studies have investigated the interaction between different types of spatial cues. One extensively used paradigm is
the cue competition or interference paradigm. There are two major paradigms, blocking designs and overshadowing designs.
In a blocking design (Kamin, 1969), cue A is learned first. Next, both cue A and cue B are displayed. Finally, subjects are tested
on their ability to use cue B alone to complete the task. Cue A is said to have blocked cue B if subjects’ performance is
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impaired in the cue-B-only stage. In an overshadowing design (Pavlov, 1927), first, both cue A and cue B are presented. Then
only cue B is presented. If performance is impaired in the cue-B-only stage, cue A is said to have overshadowed cue B in the
previous stage.
Cue competition in spatial memory and navigation tasks has been investigated primarily using visual cues. First, generally
there is interference between individual landmarks. For example, landmarks closer to the target were relied on more than
those farther away from the target (Goodyear & Kamil, 2004; Roberts & Pearce, 1999; Spetch, 1995). Second, interference
between cues also occurs for geometric cues and non-geometric featural cues (e.g., a chamber’s shape and the color of
one of the walls, respectively). Some studies found an asymmetric effect of blocking or overshadowing: the blocking/overshadowing effect of geometric cues on featural cues was greater than the blocking/overshadowing effect of featural cues on
geometric cues (Wilson & Alexander, 2008). In some cases, the asymmetry was so profound that there was substantial blocking/overshadowing effect of geometric cues on featural cues but no blocking/overshadowing effect of featural cues on geometric cues (Cheng, 1986; Doeller & Burgess, 2008). These results indicated that there was at least a general preference for
geometric cues over featural cues, if not to the extent of an isolated geometric module in the brain (Cheng, 1986). However,
other studies demonstrated that the relative competition capacity of these two cue types was situational and species specific
(Cheng & Newcombe, 2005; Lew, 2011; Twyman & Newcombe, 2010). Sometimes cue potentiation instead of cue competition was observed between geometric cues and featural cues (Pearce, Graham, Good, Jones, & McGregor, 2006). Other theories, such as the view-based matching model (Cheung, Stürzl, Zeil, & Cheng, 2008; Stürzl, Cheung, Cheng, & Zeil, 2008) and
the adaptive combination model (Ratliff & Newcombe, 2008), have been proposed to account for the various phenomena
observed between geometric cues and featural cues (see reviews, Cheng, 2008; Cheng, Huttenlocher, & Newcombe, 2013).
By comparison, relatively fewer studies have examined interference between visual cues and self-motion cues, and studies that have were conducted on non-human animals. Whereas studies contrasting different visual cues indicate that interference usually occurs, studies on competition between self-motion cues and discrete visual cues suggest that these two
types of spatial cues seem to be more independent of each other and that their interaction seems to be more complicated
(Shettleworth & Sutton, 2005). Such a discrepancy makes sense if one considers that different visual cues (e.g., geometric
vs. featural cues) come from a single sensory modality, whereas self-motion cues and visual cues belong to different sensory
modalities.
In comparison to the literature on cue competition, fewer studies directly ask the question of how different cues might be
combined and what principles might govern the combination. This question is important to ask because it is likely that multiple spatial cues are employed for spatial localization. Regarding self-motion cues and visual cues, on the one hand, there is
ample evidence that adding body-based self-motion cues improves navigational performance relative to visual cues alone
(e.g., Kearns, Warren, Duchon, & Tarr, 2002; Riecke et al., 2010; Ruddle & Lessels, 2006, 2009). On the other hand, compared
to self-motion cues alone, there is also evidence that adding discrete visual cues, such as landmarks and room geometry,
improves navigational performance (Kelly, McNamara, Bodenheimer, Carr, & Rieser, 2008, 2009; Riecke, van Veen, &
Bülthoff, 2002). Such studies suggest that during navigation, both self-motion cues and external visual cues are used. However, none of these studies tested the multiple-cue condition against both single-cue conditions in ways that would allow
one to determine whether cues were integrated or used independently. Similar studies have been conducted regarding various self-motion cues, such as vestibular vs. proprioceptive cues, which suffered from the same disadvantages (Allen, Kirasic,
Rashotte, & Haun, 2004). It is not surprising that having more cues available leads to better navigation performance, but the
key question is how different cues are combined and weighted. Most existing studies that included multiple-cue conditions
in addition to single-cue conditions lacked the ability to reveal the underlying mechanisms of how cues were weighted and
combined (Harris, Jenkin, & Zikovitz, 2000; Sun, Campos, & Chan, 2004; Sun, Campos, Young, Chan, & Ellard, 2004).
Even though the cue competition paradigm has been much more extensively used than has the cue combination paradigm (including recent studies that applied Bayesian principles) there are multiple reasons why the two paradigms might
not be essentially different from each other. First, cue integration might have occurred in cue competition studies. In cuecompetition studies, performance usually did not drop to a random level when only the blocked/overshadowed cue was displayed. In other words, during the preceding double-cues stage, the blocked/overshadowed cue and the blocking/overshadowing cue might have both been utilized for location representation and combined in some way. When two cues were in
small conflict and a continuous response was allowed, animals usually searched for a compromise between the different dictates of the cues, suggesting that both cues were used and integrated (Chittka & Geiger, 1995). Even complete blocking/overshadowing of cue A over cue B and no blocking/overshadowing of cue B over cue A can be interpreted as extremes in the cueintegration continuum; that is, one cue is assigned a weight of 0 while the other is assigned a weight of 1. Second, cue competition and integration processes might be influenced by the same set of factors. The ability of one cue to block or overshadow another cue may depend on its intrinsic attributes (e.g., salience, stability) and the animal’s prior experiences; in
a similar way, the weight assigned to one cue relative to another cue in the cue integration paradigm probably depends
on the same set of factors. Compared to the overshadowing design or the integration design, in the blocking design, a cue’s
competition capacity is probably strengthened by prior experiences in addition to any of its intrinsic attributes.
One limitation of cue competition studies is that they have not revealed the factors that determine a cue’s ability to compete against other cues. Researchers have examined the effects of various factors, such as cue type, cue distance, and navigation history, but they have not summarized the underlying determinants that mediate their effects. Similarly, other
than those few studies that have specifically investigated Bayesian cue combination (cited previously), previous cue combination studies have shown that having more cues usually yields different patterns of behaviors or better performance than
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using a single cue alone, but have not determined whether and how different spatial cues are combined and weighted. As
discussed in the previous paragraph, cue competition paradigms and cue integration paradigms might share some fundamental features. A cue’s competition ability as measured in cue competition tasks and a cue’s weight as measured in cue
integration tasks probably derive from a common concept, namely, the capacity to gain consideration of the navigator.
The Bayesian framework clearly proposes that cue reliability is one crucial determinant, meaning that the higher the cue
is in reliability, the greater the cue’s ability to influence navigation decisions.
In addition, previous cue competition and combination studies have not attended to individual differences, which have
been frequently observed in the spatial navigation literature (for reviews, see Allen, 1999; Hegarty, Montello, Richardson,
Ishikawa, & Lovelace, 2006; Wolbers & Hegarty, 2010; for recent studies, see Marchette, Bakker, & Shelton, 2011;
Schinazi, Nardi, Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 2013; Weisberg & Newcombe, 2016; Weisberg, Schinazi, Newcombe,
Shipley, & Epstein, 2014). For example, both animals and humans often show different preferences in using different types
of visual cues in guiding their navigation (Cheng & Spetch, 1995; Kelly et al., 2009; Spetch & Mondloch, 1993). It is also well
documented that people differ greatly in path integration abilities (Loomis et al., 1999). Even single cells within a spatially
sensitive brain area respond differently to the same experimental manipulations (Knierim, 2002; Neunuebel,
Yoganarasimha, Rao, & Knierim, 2013). However, the cue competition paradigms and the existing cue combination paradigms (not including recent studies that applied Bayesian principles) have not offered an appropriate method to incorporate
individual differences into the interpretation of the roles of different cues in spatial navigation. This situation exists because
those studies usually limited their focus to physical properties of spatial cues but ignored navigators’ conceptions of spatial
cues and their abilities to exploit those cues. In contrast, within the Bayesian framework, cue reliability is measured in terms
of the variability of performance, which is jointly determined by a cue’s physical properties, navigators’ conceptions of the
cue, and navigators’ abilities to exploit the cue. The latter two factors contribute to individual differences in navigation performance. If each individual sets his or her own cue-weighting schemes and follows Bayesian principles, we would expect to
observe correlations across individuals between cue relative reliabilities and response relative proximities, or equivalently,
between predicted and observed cue weights. In this way, individual differences can be incorporated by applying Bayesian
principles at the individual level.
1.3. Current project
As stated previously, the Bayesian approach has been employed extensively and has been proven useful in many fields of
investigation, such as perception of shape from visual and haptic cues (Ernst & Banks, 2002), perception of slant from various
visual cues (Nardini, Bedford, & Mareschal, 2010), perception of location from visual and auditory cues (Parise et al., 2012),
and perception of object size and object distance in virtual reality (Glennerster et al., 2006; Svarverud et al., 2010). However,
its application in spatial navigation is still relatively limited (Bates & Wolbers, 2014; Frissen et al., 2011; Nardini et al., 2008;
Petrini et al., 2016; Zhao & Warren, 2015b). The current project had two principal goals: Since relatively few studies have
investigated human navigation in the Bayesian framework, the first goal was to attempt to replicate some of the critical
results of past studies (Bates & Wolbers, 2014; Nardini et al., 2008; Zhao & Warren, 2015b). We also wanted to extend
the experimental design adopted by past studies. The second goal was to gain a better understanding of the Bayesian framework and expand its scope of application by asking new questions that have never been addressed in the spatial navigation
literature. We focused on the interaction between idiothetic self-motion cues and allothetic visual cues, and used immersive
virtual reality technologies.
1.3.1. Experiments 1A and 1B: Manipulating cue reliability
These two experiments were designed to replicate and extend pioneering work in the field of human spatial navigation
(Bates & Wolbers, 2014; Nardini et al., 2008; Petrini et al., 2016; Zhao & Warren, 2015b). We adopted and modified the task
developed by Nardini et al. (2008). One key question addressed by these experiments is whether people integrate visual cues
and self-motion cues optimally in an immersive virtual environment. A novel aspect of our experiments is that we manipulated the reliability of visual cues and of self-motion cues within-participants (in Exps. 1A & 1B, respectively). This manipulation allowed us to assess whether human navigators could flexibly adjust their strategy as the experimental setting
varied.
1.3.2. Experiment 2: Cue instability
This experiment was designed to expand the application of Bayesian theory in spatial navigation by incorporating another
factor into the paradigm in addition to cue reliability. In the Bayesian framework, cue reliability is the only determinant of
how weights are assigned to different cues. Hence, a natural question is whether there are other factors besides cue reliability that would also affect the weights. We hypothesize that a given factor might have its effect via two different pathways.
One pathway is direct, wherein the factor affects the weights without affecting cue reliability (e.g., via a higher-order cognitive process); that is, cue reliability is short-circuited. The other is an indirect pathway, wherein the factor affects the
weights by affecting cue reliability; in this case, cue reliability serves as a mediator. The Bayesian framework is suitable
for distinguishing these two pathways, because cue reliability can be measured and accounted for. The indirect pathway predicts that cue weights and cue reliabilities should be congruent; that is, Bayesian principles hold true. The direct pathway,
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however, could cause discrepancies between cue reliabilities and cue weights, violating Bayesian principles. The direct pathway as defined here is the same as the heuristic route (Byrne & Crawford, 2010).
We studied landmark instability, which has been suggested as a factor that substantially affects navigational behaviors.
For example, the general dominance of geometric cues over featural cues that has been observed in some spatial orientation
paradigms has been attributed to the fact that the former are perceived to be more stable in the natural environment across
time than are the latter (Gallistel, 1990). There is also a good body of empirical evidence showing that cue instability
impaired navigational performance or reduced reliance on the cue in spatial memory and navigation (Burgess, Spiers, &
Paleologou, 2004; Knierim, Kudrimoti, & McNaughton, 1995; Lenck-Santini, Muller, Save, & Poucet, 2002; Zhao & Warren,
2015a). However, it remains unclear how cue instability affects navigational behaviors. Does cue instability affect the variability of performance, and hence cue relative reliability, or does it affect reliance on the cue, as reflected in the measurement
of the observed weight, or both? If results show that cue instability reduces navigators’ reliance on the cue (e.g., observed
weights are smaller for unstable than for stable cues), is it necessarily the case that performance with the cue is also
impaired (e.g., performance is more variable for unstable than for stable cues)? Similarly, if results show that cue instability
impairs performance, is it necessarily the case that navigators rely less on the cue? Previous studies that did not incorporate
Bayesian principles into their design cannot answer these questions.
In the Bayesian framework, effects on the variability of performance and on cue reliance can be dissociated quantitatively.
The former effects are manifested in cue relative reliabilities and in the predicted cue weights computed from them (Eqs.
(2)–(6)) and the latter effects are manifested in relative proximities of response distributions and in the observed weights
computed from them (see Eqs. (11) and (12) below). The indirect pathway hypothesis proposes that unstable cues should
have smaller weights than stable cues because cue instability impairs the precision of performance. In this case, cue reliability is the mediator influencing cue weights. This hypothesis is supported by studies which showed that cue instability
adversely affected rats’ performance on a spatial memory task, in which spatial information (e.g., distance and direction)
needed to be retrieved for successful food forage (Biegler & Morris, 1993, 1996a, 1996b). Unstable cues might impair performance because they impose extra burden on the memory system, especially the working memory system. To take advantage
of unstable spatial cues, the navigator may need to update environmental representations continuously and to coordinate
the spatial correspondence between the cue’s information and other sources of spatial information, such as path integration
and other visual inputs. All of these factors could increase task difficulty. The direct pathway hypothesis proposes that unstable cues might be considered less useful regardless of how precise and informative they may be, with instability not affecting
the level of performance. Usually cues that have moved no longer point to the reward location. Under such circumstances, if
searches still followed the moved cue, they would be centered at a reward-absent location, even though the precision of
searches might remain unchanged. In addition, navigators might have had unsuccessful experiences with unstable cues
and simply decide not to rely on them.
These two forms of influence have been distinguished in studies of reaching (e.g., Byrne & Crawford, 2010), but to our
knowledge, they have never been investigated in the domain of spatial navigation. The current experiment was designed
to test the influence of landmark stability using the cue integration paradigm. In this experiment, landmarks were unstable
across trials but stable within a given trial. We expected that this form of landmark stability would influence observed cue
weights via the indirect pathway hypothesis. Instability of landmarks from trial to trial would increase task difficulty and
decrease cue reliability, but being stable within a given trial means that landmarks would still point to the correct target
location and be considered useful. Our manipulation of landmark stability differed from the one employed by Zhao and
Warren (2015a), who dissociated the cue from the correct target location within trials.
1.3.3. Experiment 3: Distorted feedback
This experiment was designed to advance our understanding of cue reliability. Since cue reliability is at the core of Bayesian theory, one important question is whether it is necessary for people to acquire explicit knowledge about reliability of
the cue and the ways they can be influenced by such knowledge. That is, is explicit evaluation necessary to successfully
implement the weighting-by-reliability strategy? Do people need to explicitly calculate variances of sensory estimators
associated with different spatial cues? This question has barely been asked or investigated in the cue integration literature.
Ernst and Banks (2002) speculated that there is no need to explicitly extract cue reliability from the cue, since neural firing
and inter-neuron transmission processes can accomplish it automatically and unconsciously. Their hypothesis posits that the
Bayesian cue combination process is completely bottom-up, which means that performance variability and cue-weights in
multiple-cue conditions can be derived purely from single-cue performance variability. However, it is still plausible that cognitive factors could exert top-down influences on the cue combination process. For example, it has been shown that active
attention can affect how observers combine different cues, both in behaviors and at the neural level (Berger & Bülthoff, 2009;
Mozolic, Hugenschmidt, Peiffer, & Laurienti, 2008; Talsma et al., 2007).
In this experiment, we investigated cognitive top-down influences on the cue-weighting process by manipulating the
performance feedback given to participants. We speculated that one convenient way to evaluate cue reliability is to judge
it by its behavioral consequences. In daily situations, we often receive feedback on our performance and we also evaluate
the performance according to the feedback. Thus, feedback might be an important source of information to help people
develop accurate sense of a cue’s usefulness, which could be crucial for the implementation of Bayesian principles. In Experiment 3, we provided distorted feedback on the accuracy of their performance to participants. The feedback was distorted in
the sense that it never reflected the true level of accuracy. The purpose was to mislead people’s beliefs about cue reliability.
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Normally, feedback reflects actual performance. In this experiment, we dissociated feedback and performance by providing
distorted feedback. This manipulation should help us to understand differences and interactions between the top-down
influences of feedback and the bottom-up influences of performance on the cue weighting behaviors.
1.3.4. Experiment 4: Subjective evaluation
In Experiments 1–3, we focused on the relationship between performance with a cue (as reflected in cue reliability) and
cue reliance (as reflected in observed cue weights). In daily situations, a sense of confidence accompanies almost every decision we make. The question remains unanswered whether one’s confidence also influences observed cue weights, and how it
interacts with performance in this process. Past studies have shown that confidence can deviate from performance under
certain situations and that human participants vary substantially on this metacognitive ability (Barttfeld et al., 2013;
Fleming, Weil, Nagy, Dolan, & Rees, 2010; Persaud, McLeod, & Cowey, 2007). Subjective evaluation is important in guiding
decisions and behaviors. The frequently observed inconsistencies between subjective evaluation and objective performance
imply that it is possible that confidence in using a certain spatial cue might affect reliance on that cue even after performance
has been accounted for. In the current experiment, subjects were asked to rate confidence levels while performing the homing task. This experiment represents the first time that relationships among performance, subjective evaluation, and cue reliance were examined. We speculated that distorted feedback on the accuracy of performance, which was introduced in
Experiment 3, might influence participants’ subjective evaluations of cue usefulness. Therefore, as with the potential influences of feedback, we refer to influences of subjective evaluation on cue weights, if any, as a top-down process. This effect
can be contrasted with the bottom-up effect of cue weights being determined by cue relative reliabilities (i.e., the variability
of performance). This experiment should help us to compare further these two different types of influence. Participants also
completed a battery of cognitive ability tests, and we assessed how spatial updating performance and cue-weighting strategy
were related to various cognitive abilities.
In summary, this project tested two fundamental tenets of Bayesian cue combination: We sought to determine whether
visual cues and self-motion cues would be assigned weights based on their relative reliabilities and whether they would be
combined optimally. Cue reliability reflects the precision of performance associated with the cue, and assigned cue weights
reflect navigators’ reliance on the cue. We examined individual differences in the context of this framework, because it is
very likely that different navigators exhibit different levels of efficiency in utilizing visual cues vs. self-motion cues. We
expanded the basic framework of Bayesian cue combination by incorporating a third factor, landmark instability, to examine
whether landmark instability influenced how cues were weighted and whether it did so by influencing cue reliability.
Finally, we extended previous research by investigating whether subjective evaluation of performance (or cue reliability)
could influence how cues were weighted and relied upon.
2. General method
2.1. Apparatus and materials
Virtual environments in Experiments 1–3 were displayed on an nVisor SX60 head-mounted display (HMD; NVIS, Reston,
VA) with a 60° diagonal field of view. Stereoscopic images were presented at 1280  1024 pixel resolution, refreshed at
60 Hz. Graphics were rendered using Vizard software (WorldViz, Santa Barbara, CA) on a 3.0-GHz Pentium 4 processor with
a GeForce 6800 GS graphics card. Head orientation was tracked by a 3-degrees-of-freedom orientation sensor (InertiaCube2;
Intersense, Bedford, MA), and head position by a passive optical tracking system (PPTX4; WorldViz, Santa Barbara, CA). Drifting of the inertial sensor was corrected through optical tracking. Graphics were updated on the basis of sensed head movement, such that physical translations and rotations caused concomitant visual movement through the virtual world. The
laboratory in which the experiments were conducted was 6.9 m  8.8 m. (The apparatus used in Experiment 4 will be
described in the Method section of that experiment.)
Participants performed a triangle completion task by active walking. As shown in Fig. 2a, participants started each trial
standing at a constant starting location, facing a constant direction (blue triangle). Next, they walked through a 3-post path,
remembering the location of the first post. The posts appeared and disappeared in succession. At the end of the path, participants attempted to walk back to the location of the first post. There were four possible locations for the first post (Fig. 2a,
red dots) and four for the second post (green dots). The third post’s location remained constant across the experiment (yellow dot). The distances between the first posts and the third post were 2.15 m and the distances between the second posts
and the third post were 1.31 m. The landmark configuration and post arrangement were symmetrical along the facing direction of the starting point. In the experiment, the location of the first red post was jittered by randomly sampling the jitter’s x
and y coordinates from a Gaussian distribution with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 0.25 m. Then, an angle h was randomly sampled from a uniform distribution between 0° and 360°. The final coordinate values of the jitter were calculated
as, x0 = x ⁄ cos(h) and y0 = y ⁄ sin(h). Both x0 and y0 were set to 0.4 m or 0.4 m if they exceeded the range [0.4 m, 0.4 m].
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Fig. 2. Experimental environments. (a) Bird’s eye view of the virtual rich environment. Red dots represent locations of the first post; green dots represent
locations of the second post; yellow dot represents location of the third post. Blue triangle represents the starting point of each trial in Experiments 1A, 1B,
2, and 3. Purple triangles represent the two starting points of trials in Experiment 4. Orange arrows represent a typical outbound path and dashed red arrow
represents the correct return path. (b) & (c) Typical views in rich and poor environments, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

2.2. Procedure
The task was to walk through a path consisting of three posts and then to attempt to walk back to the first post’s location.
Two sources of positional information were manipulated, self-motion cues and visual cues (landmarks and ground surface).
Both self-motion cues and visual cues were available on the outbound path. The conditions were distinguished by the events
that occurred at the end of the outbound path: in the vision condition, participants were disoriented once they reached the
last post (yellow dot in Fig. 2a), so that during the response stage, self-motion information was lost and only landmarks
remained; in the self-motion condition, the visual world was rendered invisible when participants reached the last post,
so that they could only use self-motion cues; in the combination condition, participants were not disoriented and the world
remained visible, so both landmarks and self-motion cues were available; and in the conflict condition, the landmark configuration was rotated clockwise by 15° so that the correct location defined by landmarks was different from the one defined
by self-motion cues. The two single-cue conditions were used to estimate the cue reliabilities of visual cues and self-motion
cues separately. The two double-cue conditions allowed us to examine how the two cues interacted when in agreement and
when in disagreement.
In the vision condition, participants were disoriented before they attempted to make responses. The disorientation procedure was conducted as follows. The participant was guided to sit on a swivel chair once he or she reached the third post.
Then the experimenter spun the chair for 20s while the participant counted down from a number between 100 and 200 in
steps of 3. Participants performed backward counting while standing still in the other three conditions to match the delay
created by disorientation in the vision condition. The disorientation procedure used in the vision condition was designed to
disrupt participants’ perceived heading relative to the environment not the integrity of configural knowledge of the outbound path (Wiener, Berthoz, & Wolbers, 2011). If participants acquired such knowledge and it was not disrupted by disorientation, then it would have been available at the end of the outbound path in all experimental conditions.
2.3. Data analysis
The calculation of response variability and relative reliability proceeded as follows. As shown in Fig. 2a, the four target
locations were positioned symmetrically around the midline, with two on each side. First, for each of the four target locations, responses were transformed into a spatial coordinate system with the target location as the origin, the correct walking
direction as the y-axis, and the orthogonal direction as the x-axis. Second, responses for the two target locations on the same
side were pooled together. Outliers were defined as responses whose distance from their respective response centroids
exceeded the 3rd quartile by 3 times the interquartile range (because of the small numbers of responses collected on each
side, these quartiles were computed using responses from all four target locations). Third, before pooling responses from the
two sides, we corrected the bias in each side’s response distribution by centering each distribution over its new centroid after
outlier deletion. This was done to eliminate disparity in the centroids of the distributions on the two sides, which would
increase the variability of the pooled distribution artificially. Fourth, after pooling the two sides’ response distributions,
we computed the response variance as,
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X

2

d =ðn  1Þ
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ð9Þ

where d is the distance of the response from the pooled centroid 
x and n is the number of responses. Relative reliability of
visual cues to self-motion cues was calculated as the inverse of the relative response variances of the two single-cue
conditions,

rr v ision ¼ S2motion =ðS2motion þ S2v ision Þ

ð10Þ

Note that the relative reliability of the visual cue is the predicted weight on the visual cue (Eq. (5) or (6)) based on variability
of performance in the homing task.
The calculation of response relative proximity needs to take into account any intrinsic bias in the response distribution.
Therefore we computed the response relative proximity for each side first, then took the mean as the final estimate. For each
side, we pooled the responses to the two target locations, deleted outliers, and then calculated the distribution centroid, 
x.
Euclidean distances between single-cue distributions and double-cue distributions were computed (e.g.,
dmotion-combined ¼ j
xmotion  
xcombined j). Response relative proximity to the visually defined location was calculated as the inverse
of the relative distance,

rpcombined ¼ dmotion-combined =ðdmotion-combined þ dv ision-combined Þ

ð11Þ

rpconflict ¼ dmotion-conflict =ðdmotion-conflict þ dv ision-conflict Þ

ð12Þ

The response relative proximities computed for each side were then averaged across sides. This index estimates the
observed weight assigned to visual cues based upon mean stopping points in the homing task. According to Bayesian theory,
response relative proximity to the visually defined location should be equal to cue relative reliability of visual cues; that is,
the observed visual weight should be equal to the predicted visual weight.
Predicted variances for the double-cue conditions were calculated from variances of single-cue conditions. We tested two
models, which were distinguished based on whether there was cue integration or cue alternation. The Bayesian integration
model predicts that participants would integrate cues optimally,

S2combined ¼ S2v ision  S2motion =ðS2v ision þ S2motion Þ

ð13Þ

The alternation model predicts that people would alternate between landmarks and self-motion cues with an alternation
ratio equivalent to the optimal weight, such that

S2combined ¼ ð1  rr v ision Þ  ðx2motion þ S2motion Þ þ rr v ision  ðx2v ision þ S2v ision Þ  ðð1  rr v ision Þ  xmotion þ rr v ision  xv ision Þ2

ð14Þ

Both models predict that response relative proximity is equal to cue relative reliability,

rpcombined ¼ rr v ision

ð15Þ

or, equivalently, that the observed visual weight should be equal to the predicted visual weight.
Eqs. (13)–(15) also apply to the conflict condition. It is worth noting that the alternation model shares the same predictions with the Bayesian integration model in terms of response relative proximity. Response relative proximity corresponds
to the weights assigned to visual cues in the linear combination in the Bayesian integration model, and corresponds to the
percentage of trials in which only visual cues were used in the alternation model. The two models differ in their predictions
for response variance in double-cue conditions. The integration model predicts reduced variance relative to single-cue conditions, whereas the alternation model predicts no variance reduction. All statistical tests on variability were performed on
response standard deviations.
Our calculations take into consideration any intrinsic biases inherent in single-cue responses in both the calculations of
response variability and response relative proximity. To analyze individual differences in performance and cue weighting, we
applied the Bayesian equations to individual participants instead of pooling data across them. Participants’ responses
showed a tendency to be biased towards the midline. For target locations on the left side of the environment, the centroid
of the response distribution was shifted to the right, and vice versa for target locations on the right side. This tendency was
more salient in the vision condition than in the self-motion condition. Averaged across all experiments, the mean bias in the
vision condition was 0.27 m on the left side and 0.20 m on the right side, in the self-motion condition 0.24 m on the left
side and 0.05 m on the right side. In addition, participants tended to undershoot the distance, by 0.24 m in the vision condition and by 0.36 m in the self-motion, condition on average. We defined response variability in terms of the distances
between responses and the response centroid rather than the true location of the target. Accounting for intrinsic biases in
single-cue responses allowed us to calculate observed cue weights, as reflected in the measurement of response relative
proximity, even in the combination condition where no conflict was experimentally created between cues. The actual magnitude of disparity between single-cue distributions in the conflict condition was equal to the intrinsic disparity in the combination condition plus the experimentally created conflict of 15°.
Our method of data analysis is different from Nardini et al. (2008), who did not consider intrinsic biases in single-cue conditions when calculating response relative proximity and did not analyze individual differences. Our method is also different
from Zhao and Warren (2015b), who analyzed heading direction but not walked distance. Participants’ performance in our
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study could be assessed in terms of heading direction (Zhao & Warren, 2015b), walking distance, two-dimensional (2D) vectors (Friedman, Ludvig, Legge, & Vuong, 2013), or the 2D distance between locations (Bates & Wolbers, 2014; Nardini et al.,
2008; Petrini et al., 2016). We used the 2D distance for the following reasons. First, this dependent variable was most closely
aligned with the instructions to participants, which were to return as close as possible to the position of the first post. Second, we found that variability reduction occurred in double-cue conditions compared to single-cue conditions along the xaxis (a proxy for angular heading) and the y-axis (correct walking direction; the target location was jittered on a trial-by-trial
basis, so the correct walking distance was not constant); hence, neither axis should be ignored from data analyses. The 2D
distance includes information from both dimensions, weighted equally. For example, S2 in Eq. (9) is equal to the sum of the
response variance on X and the response variance on Y with bias removed, and therefore provides a measure of total variable
error that is easy to interpret. Third, in light of the previous point, using 2D distance is statistically conservative in the sense
that it prohibits us from selectively interpreting dependent variables (walking distance errors vs. heading errors) depending
on their consistency with hypotheses of interest (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). Imposing this constraint on the
interpretation of findings is especially important in the present context because process models of the task have not yet been
developed. Finally, although an analysis of 2D vectors might seem to be optimal, such an analysis is not necessary in the present context because the response coding dimensions were statistically uncorrelated in the vast majority of our experimental conditions and were almost certainly perceptually separable (Garner, 1974).3 A significant limitation of 2D vector analysis
is that the proper statistical methodology for analyzing such data is narrow in scope and virtually nonexistent for factorial
designs (Fisher, 1995). All of the methods that are available to analyze data from navigational studies have strengths and weakness. On balance, we believe that 2D distance is an appropriate choice given the aims and the designs of our experiments.
In analyses of response variability, we first conducted an omnibus ANOVA involving the four cue conditions, and then
planned directional t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction comparing double-cue conditions to single-cue conditions to
evaluate whether cue combination occurred in double-cue conditions. We conducted t tests comparing model predictions
in double-cue conditions to actual performance in double-cue conditions without multiple comparison correction, because
we assigned a higher cost to falsely accepting the model (Type II error) than to falsely rejecting the model (Type I error). For
cue weights, first we conducted omnibus ANOVAs on the predicted visual weights (i.e., the visual weights estimated from
variances in the single-cue conditions) and the observed visual weights (i.e., the visual weights estimated from mean stopping points in the single- and double-cue conditions), and then t tests if necessary. Error terms for t tests were computed
only from data in the two conditions being compared because such tests are more robust to violations of sphericity (Kirk,
1995). In addition, when we compared response variability and observed visual weights in double-cue conditions to predictions of the Bayesian integration model and the alternation model, we calculated objective Bayes factors (BFs) in addition to
traditional inferential tests (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009). The customary cut points for Bayes factors are
3 and 1/3. A Bayes factor greater than 3 means that the null hypothesis is more than 3 times as likely as the alternative
hypothesis; in the present comparisons, this means that the model fits the data. Conversely, a Bayes factor smaller than
1/3 means the model fails to fit the data. The scale r on effect size we adopted was 0.707. Specifically, in the comparison
of double-cue response variability and observed visual weights to the predictions of the Bayesian integration model, when
the p value was greater than 0.05 and the Bayes factor was greater than 3, we concluded that cues were integrated optimally
in a Bayesian way. When the p value was greater than 0.05 and Bayes factor was between 1 and 3, which still favors the null
hypothesis, we concluded that cues were integrated in a nearly optimal way.
3. Experiment 1A
To vary reliability of visual cues in Experiment 1A, we pitted an environment rich in landmarks against an environment
poor in landmarks. In Experiment 1B, to vary reliability of self-motion cues, we added different levels of body rotation into
the task (Loomis et al., 1993). Participants within each experiment experienced both reliability levels of the manipulated cue.
These two experiments represent the first time that the reliability of spatial cues has been manipulated in an investigation of
spatial navigation using a cue integration paradigm, allowing us to answer the question of whether participants can conditionalize their strategy of dealing with multiple spatial cues across cue reliability levels.
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
Eighteen participants (10 males, 8 females) from the Nashville community participated in this experiment in exchange for
course credit or monetary compensation. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 26 years, with a mean of 20.4. Participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. An additional three participants took part in the experiment but had to be
dropped from the analysis due to motion sickness, equipment failure, a lack of appropriate understanding of the task, or
not coming back for the test on the second day.

3
Although our instructions emphasized the 2D distance to the target, if we had asked participants to attend only to the target’s egocentric bearing or only to
its egocentric distance, they surely could have done so (for relevant results, see Zhao & Warren, 2015b).
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3.1.2. Materials and procedure
Each participant experienced both the rich environment and the poor environment (Fig. 2b & c). The rich environment
had three distinct landmarks (church, tower, & tree) positioned at different locations on a randomly textured ground plane.
As shown in Fig. 2a, the distance from the two side landmarks to the third post was 3.4 m and the distance from the middle
landmark to the third post was 4.5 m. The landmark configuration and post arrangement were symmetrical along the facing
direction of the starting point. In the poor environment (Fig. 2c), a flag served as the only as the landmark, which was placed
at the same location as the middle landmark in the rich environment. The flag was 2.18 m tall and 0.33 wide.
3.1.3. Design
There were 10 blocks of eight trials each. Half of the trials were in the rich environment, and half were in the poor environment. The 10 blocks were evenly divided into two sessions on two consecutive days. The two environments alternated by
segments of four trials, and for each four-trial segment, each of the four conditions was experienced once. Hence, for each
block, the first four trials and the last four trials were experienced in two environments, respectively. Half of the participants
experienced the rich environment first in each block, and the other half experienced the poor environment first. Participants
experienced several practice trials, including all four possible conditions and both environments, prior to beginning the
experiment.
3.2. Results
The results indicated that visual cue reliability was manipulated successfully without changing the self-motion cue reliability. As shown in Fig. 3a, vision variability was significantly lower in the rich environment than in the poor environment (t
(17) = 5.676, p < 0.001), whereas there was no difference in self-motion variability (t(17) = 0.095, p = 0.925.
3.2.1. Response variability
A two-way repeated measure ANOVA on response variability with environment (rich vs. poor) and cue condition (vision,
self-motion, combination, conflict) as independent variables revealed a significant interaction between environment and cue
condition (F(3, 51) = 10.113, p < 0.001), suggesting that differences among conditions were different for the two environments. Therefore, we analyzed the two environments in two separate one-way ANOVAs with cue condition as the independent variable. Mean response variabilities are displayed in Fig. 3a.
In the rich environment, the main effect of cue condition was significant, F(3, 51) = 32.219, p < 0.001. Planned directional t
tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction revealed that the combination condition had significantly lower variability than the
self-motion condition (t(17) = 8.147, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.033), but did not differ significantly from the vision condition (t(17)
= 1.373, p = 0.188 > acrit = 0.050). The conflict condition also had significantly lower variability than the self-motion condition (t(17) = 9.394, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025), but did not differ significantly from the vision condition (t(17) = 0.892,
p = 0.385 > acrit = 0.100). The combination condition was consistent with the Bayesian integration model (t(17) = 0.514,
p = 0.614, BF = 3.657). The conflict condition did not differ from the Bayesian integration model (t(17) = 1.270, p = 0.221,
but the Bayes factor was less than 3.0 (BF = 2.057). Both double-cue conditions differed from the alternation model
(ps < 0.001, BFs < 0.030). These results suggest that participants integrated cues optimally or near-optimally in double-cue
conditions. We might not have observed substantial reduction in variability in the double-cue conditions relative to the
vision-only condition because response variability in the vision condition was already low, leaving little room for
improvement.
In the poor environment, the main effect of cue condition was significant, F(3, 51) = 6.156, p = 0.001 Planned directional t
tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction revealed that the combination condition did not differ significantly from single-cue
conditions (combination vs. vision, t(17) = 1.724, p = 0.103 > acrit = 0.050; combination vs. self-motion, t(17) = 0.999,
p = 0.332 > acrit = 0.100). The conflict condition had significantly lower variability than both single-cue conditions (conflict
vs. vision, t(17) = 3.721, p = 0.002 < acrit = 0.033; conflict vs. self-motion, t(17) = 4.979, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025). The combination condition seemed to be a mixture of optimal cue integration and cue alternation (combination vs. integration model,
t(17) = 2.259, p = 0.037, BF = 0.551; combination vs. alternation model, t(17) = 1.940, p = 0.069, BF = 0.890). The conflict condition was consistent with the Bayesian integration model (t(17) = 0.326, p = 0.748, BF = 3.923) and differed from the alternation model (t(17) = 6.561, p < 0.001, BF < 0.001). These results suggest that participants integrated visual cues and selfmotion cues optimally in the conflict condition but not in the combination condition.
3.2.2. Cue weights
We calculated observed visual weights in the combination and conflict conditions separately (i.e., visual weights estimated from mean stopping points using Eqs. (11) and (12), and then compared these values to predicted visual weights
(i.e., visual weights estimated from variances in the single-cue conditions using Eq. (10)). Because observed visual weights
were consistent between the two double-cue conditions (ps > 0.500), we took the mean of the two conditions to get a more
reliable estimate of the weight assigned to the cues.
A two-way repeated measure ANOVA on cue weights was conducted with environment (rich vs. poor) and visual cue
weight (observed vs. predicted) as independent variables (see Fig. 3b). There was a significant interaction between environment and visual cue weight, F(1, 17) = 7.330, p = 0.015. Follow-up t tests showed that observed visual weights were consis-
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Fig. 3. Results of Experiments 1A. (a) Response variability (SD) and model predictions. The alternation model’s prediction represents the mean of the
predictions for the combination and the conflict conditions. (b) Observed visual weights and predicted visual weight. Observed visual weight is displayed
for the combination condition, the conflict condition, and the mean of the two. The ordinate represents visual cue weight. (c) Correlations across
participants between observed visual weight (mean of combination and conflict conditions) and predicted weight. Error bars represent ± SE of the mean.

tent with predicted visual weights in the poor environment (t(17) = 0.002, p = 0.998, BF = 4.114) but were smaller than predicted in the rich environment (t(17) = 3.550, p = 0.002, BF = 0.058). Importantly, observed visual weights were larger in the
rich environment than in the poor environment (t(17) = 5.333, p < 0.001). These results show that participants assigned
greater weight to visual cues in the rich environment than in the poor environment, although the amount of increase
was smaller than predicted by Bayesian principles.
Positive correlations existed between observed visual weights and predicted visual weights across participants in both
environments. (Fig. 3c; rs > 0.586, ps < 0.011; one bivariate outlier was deleted in the rich environment, whose unstandardized residual score was 1.5 ⁄ interquartile range below the 1st quartile.) Participants therefore weighted cues based on their
relative reliability. There was a positive correlation in observed visual weights between the rich environment and the poor
environment across participants (r = 0.675, p = 0.002), indicating that participants adopted consistent cue-weighting strategies across different levels of cue reliability. Observed visual weights were correlated significantly between the combination
condition and the conflict condition in the poor environment (r = 0.598, p = 0.009), but not in the rich environment (r = 0.275,
p = 0.285, one outlier was removed, whose unstandardized residual score was 1.5 ⁄ interquartile below the 1st quartile).
3.3. Discussion
The most important finding in Experiment 1A was that participants weighted cues based on their relative reliability. This
is a key signature of Bayesian cue combination. The analyses of cue weights showed that observed visual weights were
higher in the rich condition than in the poor condition. The magnitude of this difference, however, was not as large as predicted by Bayesian principles. In addition, across participants, observed visual weights and predicted visual weights were
correlated positively and substantially. The weights assigned to the cues were positively correlated between the two visual
reliability levels, indicating that participants adopted consistent cue-weighting strategies when the visual environment
changed. Analyses of the variability of performance indicated that participants generally were consistent with the Bayesian
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integration model but occasionally deviated from the model. Double-cue variability was consistently less than single-cue
variability numerically, although the differences were not always significant. The one clear case of a violation of Bayesian
predictions was in the combination condition in the poor environment, where performance seemed to be a mixture of integration and alternation. In our design, the rich and poor environments alternated relatively quickly by four trials. It is possible that such a design did not always give participants ample time to adjust weights optimally.
4. Experiment 1B
Experiment 1B paralleled Experiment 1A but manipulated the reliability of self-motion cues within-participants. The reliability of visual cues was not manipulated.
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants
Eighteen people (9 males, 9 females) from Vanderbilt University or the Nashville community participated in this experiment. They ranged in age from 18 to 32 years, with a mean of 23.7. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
An additional four participants took part in the experiment but had to be dropped from the analysis due to motion sickness,
equipment failure, a lack of appropriate understanding of the task, or not returning for the second session.
4.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants performed the same task as in Experiment 1A. Only the poor environment was used (Fig. 2c). At the end of
the outbound path, the reliability of self-motion cues was manipulated within-participants by having participants either
stand still or perform a body rotation while they were doing the backward counting. For the body rotation condition, participants were instructed to rotate either to the left or to the right randomly until their facing direction was aligned with
a designated marker. The body rotation was 270° on average, with jitter sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean
of 0° and standard deviation of 10°. Jitter was set to 10° or 10° if the sampled value exceeded the range [10°, 10°]. The
layout of trials was very similar to Experiment 1A, except there were only seven types: Vision only, self-motion only with
or without rotation, combination with or without rotation, and conflict with or without rotation. There were 10 blocks of
trials, each with seven trials corresponding to the seven trial types. The 10 blocks were evenly divided over two days. In each
block, participants experienced no rotation trials first, then rotation trials, and the vision-only trial with disorientation was
inserted into a random position within the block. Participants practiced several trials as practice in the beginning, including
the four principal conditions of vision only, self-motion only, combination and conflict, as well as both levels of body
rotation.
4.2. Results
The results indicated that adding body rotation of 270° at the end of the outbound path successfully increased response
variability (Fig. 4a). Response variability in the self-motion condition was significantly greater when body rotation was
added than when no body rotation was added (t(17) = 5.885, p < 0.001).
4.2.1. Response variability
A two-way repeated measure ANOVA on response variability with body rotation (no rotation vs. rotation) and cue condition (vision, self-motion, combination, conflict) as independent variables revealed a significant interaction effect between
environment and cue condition, F(3, 51) = 14.372, p < 0.001, implying that differences among the four conditions varied
across body rotation levels. Therefore, we conducted separate one-way ANOVAs for each body rotation level, with cue condition as the independent variable. Mean variabilities are presented in Fig. 4a.
When there was no body rotation, the main effect of cue condition was significant, F(3, 51) = 8.050, p < 0.001. Planned
directional t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction revealed that the combination condition had significantly lower variability than the vision condition (t(17) = 2.564, p = 0.020 < acrit = 0.050), but did not differ significantly from the self-motion condition (t(17) = 0.988, p = 0.337 > acrit = 0.100). The conflict condition had significantly lower variability than both single-cue
conditions (conflict vs. vision, t(17) = 4.645, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025; conflict vs. self-motion, t(17) = 2.988,
p = 0.008 < acrit = 0.033). The combination condition seemed to be a mixture of the Bayesian integration model (t(17)
= 2.865, p = 0.011, BF = 0.201) and the alternation model (t(17) = 2.540, p = 0.021, BF = 0.350). The conflict condition was consistent with the Bayesian integration model (t(17) = 0.664, p = 0.516, BF = 3.383), and differed from the alternation model (t
(17) = 5.454, p < 0.001, BF = 0.002). These results suggest that participants optimally integrated visual cues and self-motion
cues in the conflict condition, but not in the combination condition.
When there was body rotation, the main effect of cue condition was significant, F(3, 51) = 10.103, p < 0.001. Planned directional t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction revealed that the combination condition had significantly lower variability
than both single-cue conditions (combination vs. vision, t(17) = 3.201, p = 0.005 < acrit = 0.050; combination vs. selfmotion, t(17) = 5.704, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025). The conflict condition had significantly lower variability than the self-
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Fig. 4. Results of Experiment 1B. (a) Response variability (SD) and model predictions. The alternation model’s prediction represents the mean of the
predictions for the combination and the conflict conditions. The vision only conditions at both rotation levels share exactly the same set of trials. (b)
Observed visual weight and predicted visual weight. Observed visual weight is displayed for the combination condition, the conflict condition, and the
mean of the two. The ordinate represents visual cue weight. (c) Correlations across participants between observed visual weight (mean of combination and
conflict conditions) and predicted visual weight. Error bars represent ± SE of the mean.

motion condition but did not differ significantly from the vision condition (conflict vs. vision, t(17) = 1.683,
p = 0.111 > acrit = 0.100; conflict vs. self-motion, t(17) = 3.487, p = 0.003 < acrit = 0.033). The combination condition was consistent with the integration model (t(17) = 0.014, p = 0.989, BF = 4.114), and differed from the alternation model (t(17)
= 5.918, p < 0.001, BF = 0.001). The conflict condition did not differ from the integration model, although the Bayes factor
was short of 3.0 (t(17) = 1.386, p = 0.184, BF = 1.814). The conflict condition differed from the alternation model (t(17)
= 3.868, p = 0.001, BF = 0.032). These results suggest that participants integrated visual cues and self-motion cues optimally
or nearly-optimally in double-cue conditions.
4.2.2. Cue weights
Because observed visual weights did not differ between the combination condition and the conflict condition (ps > 0.300),
we took the mean of the two conditions to get a more reliable estimate of the weight assigned to the cues. A two-way
repeated measure ANOVA on cue weights was conducted with body rotation (no rotation vs. rotation) and visual cue weight
(observed vs. predicted) as independent variables (see Fig. 4b). There was a trend for observed visual weights to be larger
than predicted visual weights in the no-rotation condition and for the opposite pattern in the rotation condition, F(1, 17)
= 4.258, p = 0.055, although neither of these comparisons was statistically reliable in follow-up t tests (ps > 0.08). There
was a significant main effect of body rotation, F(1, 17) = 30.300, p < 0.001, such that cue weights were smaller in the norotation condition than in the rotation condition. Observed visual weights, in particular, were significantly smaller when
there was no body rotation than when there was body rotation, t(17) = 2.318, p = 0.033, indicating less reliance on visual
cues (and more reliance on self-motion cues) when self-motion information was intact than when it was disrupted. There
was no difference between observed visual weights and predicted visual weights, F(1, 17) = 0.304, p = 0.589. The Bayes factor
for the non-significant main effect of visual cue weight was 3.703, indicating that the cue weighting process was optimal on
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the average. Taken together, these findings show that visual cues were predicted to receive smaller weights and were
weighted less in the no-rotation condition (where self-motion information was intact) than in the rotation condition (where
self-motion information was disrupted).
Positive correlations existed between observed visual weights and predicted weights in both rotation conditions (Fig. 4c;
rs > 0.550, ps < 0.018), indicating that participants weighted cues in terms of their relative reliability. Observed visual
weights were positively correlated between the no-rotation condition and the rotation condition (r = 0.620, p = 0.006), indicating that participants’ cue-weighting strategies were consistent across levels of self-motion reliability. Observed visual
weights were significantly correlated between the combination condition and the conflict condition regardless of whether
there was body rotation (no rotation, r = 0.874, p < 0.001; rotation, r = 0.628, p = 0.005).
4.3. Discussion
As in Experiment 1A, the most important and novel finding in Experiment 1B was that participants weighted cues based
on their relative reliability. Observed visual weights were smaller in the no-rotation condition, where self-motion information was intact, than in the rotation condition, where self-motion information was disrupted. Because visual cues and selfmotion cues are complementary (Eqs. (1)–(4)), these findings necessarily imply that self-motion information was weighted
more heavily when self-motion information was more reliable, and vice versa. Observed visual weights were consistent with
predicted visual weights on average, and they were correlated positively and substantially across participants. In addition,
observed visual weights were correlated between the no-rotation condition and the rotation condition, and between the
combination condition and conflict condition for both levels of body rotation. These correlations indicate that the cueweighting process was consistent across experimental conditions.
Participants’ performance was also generally consistent with Bayesian principles, in that variability reduction occurred in
the double-cue conditions, albeit not always significantly. The one clear violation of optimal cue combination was in the
combination condition of the no-rotation condition, where performance appeared to be a mixture of integration and alternation. These results were similar to Experiment 1A. Like Experiment 1A, the two body rotation levels alternated relatively
quickly by four trials. It is possible that such a design did not always give participants ample time to adjust weights
optimally.
4.4. Discussion of Experiments 1A and 1B
The results of Experiments 1AB were very similar: Participants’ homing performance showed that they weighted visual
cues and self-motion cues based on their relative reliability; observed visual weights and predicted visual weights were positively and substantially correlated; the cue-weighting process was consistent across experimental conditions; and variability reduction was evident in double-cue conditions relative to single-cue conditions (double-cue variability was always
lower than single-cue variability, although not all comparisons were statistically reliable). These findings show that participants combined visual and self-motion cues optimally, or nearly optimally, under most of the conditions in these
experiments.
There were three instances in which the predictions of optimal cue combination were disconfirmed. In Experiment 1A,
visual cues were weighted more heavily in the rich condition than in the poor condition (as predicted by optimal cue combination) but observed visual weights were significantly smaller than predicted visual weights in the rich condition. Also in
Experiment 1A, variability in the poor environment/combination condition was between those predicted by the integration
model and the alternation model, suggesting a mixture of these two types of cue processing. A similar result occurred in the
no-rotation/combination condition of Experiment 1B. The causes of these effects are not known. As noted previously, it is
possible that because participants alternated between reliability levels frequently (every four trials), they might not have
been able to optimally adjust cue weights in all circumstances. In addition, the rich environment and the poor environment
were actually very similar to each other, sharing, for example, the same ground surface. The no-rotation trials and rotation
trials were completed in exactly the same virtual environment. The target locations were almost the same for different reliability levels, if the small jitters were ignored. The background environment, the laboratory space, was also constant for all
reliability levels. All of these factors might have contributed to interference between cue reliability levels, leading to nonoptimal cue combination and cue-weighting.
It is possible that participants might have pooled experiences in the same cue condition across cue reliability levels to
estimate cue reliability (e.g., the vision condition in the rich environment with the vision condition in the poor environment).
We explored this hypothesis by conducting analyses of data pooled across reliability levels within each experiment (see
Appendix A). Responses in a given cue condition were combined across the two reliability levels (e.g., responses in the vision
condition of the rich environment were combined with responses in the vision condition of the poor environment), and
response variabilities and centroids were calculated from this pooled distribution. In these pooled analyses, response variability in double-cue conditions was significantly lower than response variability in single-cue conditions in both experiments. The combination and the conflict conditions did not differ significantly from the Bayesian integration model and
differed significantly from the alternation model. Observed visual weights and predicted visual weights did not differ significantly in either experiment. Other findings were the same as those in the individual experiments. These results provide
somewhat stronger evidence for optimal cue combination than did the results of the individual experiments, suggesting that
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participants might have pooled information across cue reliability levels in some circumstances. We recognize that this analysis of data pooled across reliability levels cannot be justified on statistical grounds given the significant interaction in each
experiment between reliability level and cue condition. However, we believe that these analyses are nevertheless informative in the context of our conjecture about the cause of the inconsistencies between predictions of optimal cue combination
and some of the results of Experiments 1A and 1B.
5. Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to test the influence of landmark stability using the cue integration paradigm (e.g., Byrne &
Crawford, 2010). We wanted to know whether cue stability would affect the assignment of cue weights and whether it
would do so directly without affecting cue reliability or indirectly by changing cue reliability. Half of the participants experienced landmarks changing in locations in different layouts (unstable group), whereas the other half experienced landmarks
stable across the whole experiment (stable group). Note that all landmarks were completely stable during a given trial, and
that stability refers to landmark positions across trials. We expected that this form of landmark stability would influence cue
weights via the indirect pathway (stability affects cue reliability, which in turn determines weights). Landmark instability
from trial to trial should increase task difficulty, but being stable within a given trial means landmarks would still indicate
the correct target location and be considered useful. We still predicted that people would integrate visual and self-motion
cues, so variability reduction would be reduced in double-cue conditions relative to single-cue conditions.
5.1. Method
5.1.1. Participants
Forty (21 male) people from Vanderbilt University and the Nashville community participated in this experiment. They all
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They ranged in age from 18 to 28 years old, with a mean of 19.85. No participants
were dropped from the data analysis.
5.1.2. Materials and procedure
The same three landmarks were displayed throughout the whole procedure. These landmarks were the same as those
used in the rich condition of Experiment 1A. Participants were randomly assigned to the unstable group or to the stable
group. In the unstable group (20 participants, 10 male), each participant experienced 10 different landmark configurations.
Fig. 5 shows the 10 different configurations relative to the four target post locations. The same four cue conditions were
included: vision, self-motion, combination, and conflict conditions. Each condition contained 10 trials, and each trial used
one of the 10 landmark configurations. Hence, the four conditions were matched in terms of landmark configurations. To
increase the perceptibility of landmark instability, the orders of the three landmarks in each trial were scrambled randomly
in the configuration. In the stable group (20 participants, 11 male), one of the 10 landmark configurations was selected for
each participant and was presented throughout the experiment. Participants practiced several trials as practice in the beginning, including all four possible conditions.
5.2. Results
5.2.1. Response variability
A mixed two-way ANOVA with landmark stability (unstable vs. stable) and cue condition (vision, self-motion, combination, conflict) as independent variables showed a significant main effect of cue condition (F(3, 114) = 10.148, p < 0.001), no
main effect of landmark stability (F(1, 38) = 2.776, p = 0.104), and no interaction between landmark stability and cue condition (F(3, 114) = 2.075, p = 0.107). Although the interaction was not statistically reliable, we analyzed the two groups separately because the unstable group evinced the only instance we have observed in which variability in a double-cue condition
was numerically higher than variability in a single-cue condition. Mean variabilities are presented in Fig. 6a.
In the stable group, the effect of cue condition was significant, F(3, 57) = 9.652, p < 0.001. Planned directional comparisons
with Holm-Bonferroni correction showed that variability in the combination condition was significantly lower than variability in the self-motion condition (t(19) = 4.410, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025) and lower than variability in the vision condition but
not significantly so (t(19) = 1.770, p = 0.093 > acrit = 0.050). Variability in the conflict condition was significantly lower than
variability in the self-motion condition (t(19) = 4.360, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.033), but did not differ from variability in the
vision condition (t(19) = 1.730, p = 0.100). Model comparisons showed that the combination condition did not differ from
the integration model (t(19) = 1.158, p = 0.261, BF = 2.393), although the Bayes factor was less then 3.0, but differed significantly from the alternation model (t(19) = 3.890, p = 0.001, BF = 0.027). The conflict condition did not differ significantly
from the integration model either, but the Bayes factor was even smaller (t(19) = 1.880, p = 0.076, BF = 0.989). The conflict
condition differed from the alternation model (t(19) = 5.695, p < 0.001, BF = 0.001). These results suggest that participants
integrated cues nearly optimally in the double-cue conditions. The absence of substantial variability reduction in the
double-cue conditions compared to the vision condition might have resulted from the low variability in the vision condition,
which left little room for improvement, a situation similar to that in the rich environment in Experiment 1A.
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In the unstable group, the effect of cue condition was not significant, F(3, 57) = 2.500, p = 0.069. Moreover, variability in
the conflict condition was numerically larger than variability in the vision condition. The only planned comparison that was
significant was for the combination and motion conditions (t(19) = 2.660, p = 0.016 < acrit = 0.025). Model comparisons

Fig. 5. Landmark configurations used in Experiment 2. The three dots interconnected with lines represent three landmarks in a landmark configuration.
Two configurations were symmetrical around the midline (the blue line and the yellow brown line). The other eight configurations were asymmetrical, but
each was a mirror image of another configuration. Red diamonds represent target locations without jitter. Each square of the grid represents 1 m  1 m. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Results of Experiment 2. (a) Response variability (SD) and model predictions. The alternation model’s prediction represents the mean of the
predictions for the combination and the conflict conditions. (b) Observed visual weight and predicted visual weight. Observed visual weight is displayed for
the combination condition, the conflict condition, and the mean of the two. The ordinate represents visual cue weight. (c) Correlations across participants
between observed visual weight (mean of combination and conflict conditions) and predicted visual weight. Error bars represent ± SE of the mean.
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showed that the combination condition differed from both the integration model and the alternation model (combination vs.
Bayesian integration, t(19) = 2.493, p = 0.022, BF = 0.375; combination vs. alternation model, t(19) = 2.833, p = 0.011,
BF = 0.205). The conflict condition differed from the integration model (t(19) = 3.390, p = 0.003, BF = 0.072) but did not differ
from the alternation model (t(19) = 1.100, p = 0.285, BF = 2.530). There was no convincing evidence of optimal cue combination in the unstable landmarks group.
5.2.2. Cue weights
Our aims in the analyses of cue weights were to determine (a) whether participants in the stable group weighted visual
cues more than those in the unstable group and (b) whether any such effects corresponded to differences in relative performance with single cues, as reflected in cue relative reliability (see Fig. 6b). Observed visual weights did not differ
between the two double-cue conditions (ps > 0.300), so we averaged the two double-cue conditions for the following analyses. With respect to the first question, an independent-sample t test showed that observed visual weights were larger in
the stable group than in the unstable group, t(38) = 2.285, p = 0.028. To examine the relation between cue weights and
performance, we conducted a two-way mixed ANOVA, with landmark stability (stable vs. unstable) as a betweenparticipants factor and visual cue weight (observed vs. predicted) as a within-participants factor (Fig. 6b). There was no
interaction between landmark stability and visual cue weight (F(1, 38) = 0.015, p = 0.903). Cue weights were larger in
the stable group than in the unstable group (F(1, 38) = 3.912, p = 0.055).4 The main effect of visual cue weight was not significant (F(1, 38) = 0.296, p = 0.590), implying that observed visual weights were consistent with predicted visual weights. The
Bayes factor for the nonsignificant main effect of visual cue weight was 3.849, indicating cue weighting was optimal on the
average.
Collectively, these results imply that: (a) participants weighted cues based on cue relative reliability in both groups; and
(b) participants performed worse with visual cues and also weighted visual cues less in the unstable group than the stable
group. This pattern of results is consistent with the indirect pathway hypothesis, wherein landmark instability adversely
affects the landmark weight by decreasing landmark reliability relative to self-motion cue reliability. The direct pathway
hypothesis, on the contrary, predicts a significant interaction between landmark stability and visual cue weight.
As shown in Fig. 6c, observed visual weights were positively correlated with predicted visual weights in the stable group
(r = 0.626, p = 0.003), indicating spatial cues were weighted in terms of cue relative reliability. This correlation was positive
but not significant in the unstable group (r = 0.419, p = 0.066).
5.3. Discussion
The results on cue weights showed that compared to participants who experienced stable landmarks, participants who
experienced unstable landmarks assigned lower weights to visual cues and also performed less precisely with visual cues
relative to the self-motion cues, a pattern of results supporting the indirect pathway hypothesis. We also observed that
observed weights were consistent with predicted weights on the average and that these two indices were positively correlated with each other in general. These results indicate again that participants weighted spatial cues in terms of cue relative
reliability.
As to response variability, in the stable group, participants integrated spatial cues nearly-optimally in the double-cue conditions. In the unstable group, participants did not integrate cues in either the combination or conflict conditions, suggesting
that landmark instability impaired cue integration in general. Although cue integration did not appear to occur in these conditions, observed visual weights in the double-cue conditions were neither 0 nor 1, which means that single cues did not
dominate. It is possible that participants in the unstable landmarks group adopted a mixed strategy of cue integration
and cue alternation, as response variability in the double-cue conditions fell between predictions of the cue integration
model and the cue alternation model.
6. Experiment 3
Experiments 1A, 1B and 2 showed that cue reliability played an important role in cue weighting in spatial navigation.
However, it remains unclear whether accurate explicit knowledge about cue reliability is necessary for the implementation
of Bayesian rules and whether inaccurate explicit knowledge would cause deviations from Bayesian rules. Experiment 3 was
designed to test whether subjective evaluation of response accuracy could produce a cognitive influence on cue weighting.
We displayed feedback to participants about the accuracy of their performance on a trial-by-trial basis. The feedback was
distorted in the sense that it never reflected true accuracy. We speculated that cue weights would be jointly determined
by subjective evaluation of accuracy, which was manipulated by the distorted feedback, and by the variability of performance. We also speculated that higher subjective evaluation of accuracy would increase cue weights. Our hypothesis was
that distorted feedback would alter the weights that participants used to combine cues, which by assumption are reflected
in the observed weights, but not the variability of performance, and hence, not the Bayesian predicted weights. We displayed

4
Although the F statistic for the main effect of landmark stability narrowly misses the conventional cutoff for significance, we believe that we are justified in
interpreting the group effect as significant because traditional statistical decision theory would permit the use of a directional t-test in this context.
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two different types of feedback. Positive feedback indicated to participants that they were closer to the target location than
they actually were, so they would rely on the corresponding cue more than predicted by Bayesian theory. Negative feedback
indicated to participants that they were farther away from the target location than they actually were, so they would rely on
the corresponding cue less than predicted by Bayesian theory. Our hypothesis predicts that disparity should exist between
the observed weights and the Bayesian predicted weights.
We randomly assigned participants into two groups. The vision positive group received positive feedback (i.e., feedback
falsely indicating more accurate performance) on visual cues and negative feedback (i.e., feedback falsely indicating less
accurate performance) on self-motion cues. The motion positive group received the opposite pattern of feedback. First,
we predicted that there would be a disparity between observed cue weights and Bayesian predictions: participants in the
vision positive group would assign greater weights to visual cues and smaller weights to self-motion cues than Bayesian predictions; participants in the motion positive group would do the opposite. Second, we predicted that the two groups would
have similar Bayesian predicted weights because the feedback was not expected to affect the variability of participants’
performance.
In the current experiment, the distorted feedback was given regarding the distance error, which is the absolute distance of
the response location to the target location. The distance error actually contains two error components, variability and bias.
Ideally, we wanted to mislead participants’ beliefs only on variability. With such a small number of trials, it is hard to estimate bias at the very beginning of the procedure or iteratively throughout the procedure and then isolate variability from
that. However, considering that response bias is a constant error, the misleading effect of feedback on distance error should
be transferred to a proportional misleading effect on response variability within the current paradigm.
6.1. Method
6.1.1. Participants
Thirty-six people (18 male) from Vanderbilt University or Nashville community participated in this experiment. They all
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They ranged in age from 18 to 29 years old, with a mean of 20.38. An additional 7
participants took part in the experiment but had to be dropped from the analysis due to motion sickness, equipment failure,
or a lack of appropriate understanding of the task.
6.1.2. Materials and procedure
The task and procedure were very similar to the poor condition in Experiment 1A and the no-rotation condition in Experiment 1B: The environment contained a single landmark and no body rotation was introduced at the end of the outbound
path. These conditions were used because they produced relatively balanced performance between the vision condition
and the self-motion condition. The only difference was that in the current experiment, we provided feedback to participants
on how far their response location was from the correct target location. After the participant had attempted to walk back to
the path origin, a message appeared on the screen, telling the participant how many feet away he or she was from the target
location. Simultaneously, a circular array of 12 evenly spaced red posts appeared surrounding the participant. The radius of
the circular array was equivalent to the distance indicated in the message. Participants were told that none of the red posts in
the array indicated the target location. Therefore, participants were only given feedback on distance from the target but not
its direction. The feedback was deliberately designed in this way so that we would not be sampling responses from a continuously shifting underlying distribution. Such a process would be likely to occur if the correct target location were given as
feedback because participants would try to adjust their estimates to the feedback location on a trial-by-trial basis. Sampling
from a continuously shifting underlying distribution would lead to overestimation of response dispersion, since the measured dispersion would be sum of true dispersion plus shifts in response centroid.
The feedback information was distorted for the purpose of misleading participants’ beliefs about their response accuracy.
There were two different types of feedback, positive and negative. Positive feedback told participants that they were closer to
the target location than they actually were. Negative feedback gave the opposite information. Fig. 7 shows the functions
defining the positive feedback and negative feedback. These functions were designed to reduce small errors and to fall below
the diagonal line for positive feedback (i.e., the distance error communicated to participants was smaller than the actual distance error) and to magnify small differences and to fall above the diagonal line for negative feedback (i.e., the distance error
communicated to participants was larger than the actual distance error).
Participants were randomly divided into two groups, the vision positive group (9 male and 9 female) and the self-motion
positive group (10 male and 8 female). In the vision positive group, participants received positive feedback in the vision only
condition and negative feedback in the self-motion only condition. In the self-motion positive group, participants received
negative feedback in the vision only condition and positive feedback in the self-motion only condition. No feedback was provided in double-cue conditions. We predicted that the vision positive group would over-value visual cues and under-value
self-motion cues. The opposite pattern was expected in the self-motion positive group.
There were 40 trials in total, 10 trials in each of the four cue conditions. The trials were divided into five blocks in a oneday session. In each block, the four single-cue trials were experienced before the four double-cue trials. Conditions were randomized within the single-cue section and the double-cue section. We hoped that the distortion effect experienced in the
first four trials would be strong enough to influence participants’ behaviors in the subsequent trials. The feedback manipulation was implemented in each block, ensuring that the distortion effect, if there were any, would remain at a relatively
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Fig. 7. Feedback distortion functions used in Experiment 3. Displayed distance error is plotted against actual distance error. Gray line represents authentic
feedback, y ¼ x. The blue line represents negative feedback: y ¼ 1:2x, x > 1:58; y ¼ 2:5ð1  e0:9x Þ, x  1:58. The red line represents positive feedback:
y ¼ 0:8x, x > 1:83; y ¼ 10
lnð0:4ð1  xÞÞ, x  1:83. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
9
of this article.)

constant level across the whole experiment. Participants practiced several trials as practice in the beginning, including all
four possible cue conditions.
6.2. Results
6.2.1. Response variability
A mixed two-way ANOVA with feedback group (vision positive vs. motion positive) and cue condition (vision, selfmotion, combination, conflict) as independent variables revealed a significant interaction between feedback group and
cue condition, F(3, 102) = 4.915, p = 0.003. Hence, we conducted separate one-way ANOVAs on each feedback group, with
cue condition as the independent variable. Mean variabilities are presented in Fig. 8a.
In the vision positive group, the main effect of cue condition was significant, F(3, 51) = 16.729, p < 0.001. Planned directional t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction showed that the combination condition had significantly lower variability
than both single-cue conditions (combination vs. vision, t(17) = 2.052, p = 0.056 < acrit = 0.100; combination vs. selfmotion, t(17) = 6.695, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025). The conflict condition also had significantly lower variability than both
single-cue conditions (conflict vs. vision, t(17) = 2.484, p = 0.024 < acrit = 0.050; conflict vs. self-motion, t(17) = 5.376,
p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.033). Both double-cue conditions were consistent with the Bayesian integration model (combination
condition, t(17) = 0.099, p = 0.922, BF = 4.096; conflict condition, t(17) = 0.038, p = 0.970, BF = 4.112) and inconsistent with
the alternation model (combination condition, t(17) = 3.544, p = 0.002, BF = 0.059; conflict condition, t(17) = 4.757,
p < 0.001, BF = 0.006). These results demonstrate optimal cue integration in both double-cue conditions.
In the self-motion positive group, the main effect of cue condition was significant, F(3, 51) = 5.656, p = 0.002. Planned
directional t tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction showed that the combination condition had significantly lower variability than both single-cue conditions (combination vs. vision, t(17) = 3.177, p = 0.006 < acrit = 0.033; combination vs. selfmotion, t(17) = 3.062, p = 0.007 < acrit = 0.050), as did the conflict condition (conflict vs. vision, t(17) = 3.483,
p = 0.003 < acrit = 0.025; conflict vs. self-motion, t(17) = 2.380, p = 0.029 < acrit = 0.100). The two double-cue conditions differed from both the Bayesian integration model and the alternation model, indicating a mixture of processes but trending
more towards the Bayesian integration model (combination vs. integration model, t(17) = 2.334, p = 0.032, BF = 0.489; combination vs. alternation model, t(17) = 6.766, p < 0.001, BF < 0.001; conflict vs. integration model, t(17) = 2.553, p = 0.021,
BF = 0.342; conflict vs. alternation model, t(17) = 5.792, p < 0.001, BF = 0.001). These results indicate that cue integration
was occurring in the double-cue conditions but that it was not optimal.
6.2.2. Cue weights
As in previous experiments, we analyzed the average observed visual weight across the two double-cue conditions, since
observed visual weight did not differ between combination and conflict conditions in either group (ps > 0.700). We conducted a mixed two-way ANOVA with feedback group (vision positive vs. motion positive) and visual cue weight (observed
vs. predicted) as independent variables (see Fig. 8b). The interaction between these variables was not significant, F(1, 34)
= 3.333, p = 0.077. Cue weights were larger in the vision positive group than in the motion positive group, F(1, 34) = 5.737,
p = 0.022. Predicted and observed visual weights did not differ, F(1, 34) = 0.007, p = 0.934. The Bayes factor for the nonsignificant main effect of visual cue weight was 4.138, indicating the cue-weighting process was optimal on the average. These
results indicate that participants in the vision positive group performed more precisely with visual cues relative to selfmotion cues and also weighted visual cues more relative to self-motion cues than did participants in the motion positive
group.
As shown in Fig. 8c, positive correlations existed between observed visual weights and predicted visual weights in the
vision positive group (r = 0.611, p = 0.007), indicating that participants assigned weights to spatial cues according to their
relative reliability. This correlation was positive but not significant in the motion positive group (r = 0.402, p = 0.098).
Surprisingly, predicted visual weights were substantially larger in the vision positive group than in the self-motion positive group (t(34) = 2.738, p = 0.010), indicating that the vision positive group responded more precisely with visual cues rel-
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Fig. 8. Results of Experiment 3. (a) Response variability (SD) and model predictions. The alternation model’s prediction represents the mean of the
predictions for the combination and the conflict conditions. (b) Observed visual weight and predicted visual weight. Observed visual weight is displayed for
the combination condition, the conflict condition, and the mean of the two. The ordinate represents visual cue weight. (c) Correlations across participants
between observed visual weight (mean of combination and conflict conditions) and predicted visual weight. Error bars represent ± SE of the mean.

ative to self-motion cues compared to the other group (see Fig. 8a). To make sure that these two groups were equivalent initially, we analyzed predicted visual weights over time. After removing outlier trials, we divided all of the single-cue trials
almost evenly into three temporal bins (1st bin and 2nd bin contained 3 trials each, and 3rd bin contained the rest of the
trials (four trials at maximum)). To calculate predicted visual weights in each bin, we first estimated the centroid of all
responses across trials in all bins, and then for each bin we calculated average distance of the responses to the centroid. Predicted visual weights were calculated in the standard way (Eqs. (9) and (10)).
Fig. 9a shows predicted visual weights and single-cue response variability over time. Predicted visual weights were not
different between groups in the 1st bin (t(34) = 1.354, p = 0.185). The two groups began to diverge from each other in the 2nd
bin (t(34) = 2.198, p = 0.035). This difference continued in the 3rd bin (t(34) = 2.702, p = 0.011). Such results suggest that the
two groups were matched in navigational abilities and preferences at the beginning of the experiment, and that the difference in predicted visual weights was caused by the different types of feedback participants received. As shown in Fig. 9b,
results on individual-cue response variability showed that differences in cue reliability induced by false feedback stemmed
from differences in vision response variability beginning to emerge in the second bin (solid blue line vs. dashed blue line: 1st
bin, t(34) = 0.611, p = 0.545; 2nd bin, t(34) = 1.878, p = 0.069; 3rd bin, t(34) = 2.140, p = 0.040), whereas the two groups did
not differ in self-motion response variability at any time (solid yellow line vs. dashed yellow line: 1st bin, t(34) = 1.377,
p = 0.178; 2nd bin, t(34) = 0.455, p = 0.652; 3nd bin, t(34) = 0.847, p = 0.403).
6.3. Discussion
In the current experiment, we displayed distorted feedback on accuracy to participants, with the aim of misleading them
about their own performance with visual and self-motion cues. We found that when participants received positive feedback
on visual cues and negative feedback on self-motion cues, they responded relatively more precisely with visual than with
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Fig. 9. (a) Predicted visual weight (visual cue relative reliability) across three bins of trials in Experiment 3. (b) Response variability in the two single-cue
conditions. Blue lines represent vision response variability, and yellow lines represent motion response variability; solid lines represent the vision positive
group, and dashed lines represent the motion positive group. Error bars represent ± SE of the mean. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

self-motion cues, and vice versa when they received the opposite pattern of feedback. Even though the findings indicated
that performance in the motion positive group was a mixture of optimal cue integration and cue alternation, both groups
showed response variability reduction in double-cue conditions relative to single cue conditions, indicating that participants
integrated cues in some manner. Observed visual weights were not different from predicted visual weights in either group,
implying that cue weights were consistent with Bayesian predictions. These results disconfirm our initial hypothesis, which
predicted that false feedback would mislead participants’ subjective evaluation of cue usefulness and lead them to adjust cue
weights after cue relative reliability had been accounted for. These results suggest that the cue-weighting process is relatively bottom-up, consistent with Ernst and Banks’ pure-bottom-up speculation (Ernst & Banks, 2002).
Neither our initial hypothesis nor the hypothesis proposed by Ernst and Banks (2002) predicts the changes in predicted
visual weights between the groups induced by the false feedback. Our results imply that participants made better use of a
spatial cue if the cue had been shown to be reliable, whereas they did not take full advantage of the cue if it had been shown
to be unreliable. Such effects occurred primarily for visual cues. In this experiment, participants locomoted in virtual reality,
in which the visual display was novel to them. Self-motion cues, however, are internally generated and relatively independent of the external world. This difference may explain why visual performance was more susceptible to external feedback
than self-motion performance. In all of the experiments in this project, we consistently observed a wide range of relative
reliabilities of cues across participants given exactly the same experimental settings. The finding in the current experiment
that predicted visual weights were changed by distorted feedback lends further support to the notion that cue reliability is
highly subjective and flexible, depending on various subjective factors in addition to cues’ intrinsic physical properties. It is
worth noting that, whereas flexibility in cue weighting has been well documented in previous studies (e.g., potential influences of priors and cost function, see review, Fetsch et al., 2009; Ma, 2012), flexibility in cue reliability, in terms of navigation
performance and influences of subjective evaluation, has never been reported to our knowledge.
Why did distorted feedback change how well a spatial cue could be exploited? We speculate that the answers could be
related to the relationship between cue reliability, how people evaluate cue usefulness, and how the two factors interact
with each other in the cue-weighting process. We sought to answer this question in Experiment 4, in which participants
were asked to evaluate their own performance while performing the homing task.
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7. Experiment 4
Experiment 3 showed that explicit knowledge about cue reliability, which was distorted by false feedback, influenced
navigation performance itself. Experiment 4 aimed to assess the interaction between subjective evaluation and performance
in the process of cue weighting. Participants performed the same homing task, and at the same time evaluated how confident
they felt about their own performance. We also compared participants’ behaviors on two consecutive days to assess stability
of their performance over time. Participants also completed a battery of cognitive ability tests on the 3rd day.
7.1. Method
7.1.1. Participants
Twenty-two people (11 male) from the Magdeburg, Germany community participated in this experiment. They all had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and ranged in age from 21 to 34 years old, with a mean of 25.19. One additional participant took part in the experiment but had to withdraw in the middle of the experiment due to motion sickness.
7.1.2. Materials and procedure
The virtual environment was the same as the poor environment in Experiment 1A and no rotation condition in Experiment 1B. The flag, which was 2.2 m tall and 0.40 m wide, was about the same size as the flag used in previous experiments.
The virtual environment was displayed using an Oculus DK 2, refreshed at the rate of 75 Hz, with a 100° nominal field of view
and a pixel resolution of 960  1080 per eye. The physical laboratory was 6 m  10 m. The participant’s position was tracked
via the Vicon Tracker and the participant’s orientation was tracked via the inertial sensor of the Oculus. The image was
updated accordingly. The slow angular drifting in the Oculus’s internal sensors was manually reset every 1–4 trials. The
starting locations at the beginning of each trial were adjusted for the narrower tracking space along the front-back dimension (vertical direction in Fig. 2a). In Experiments 1–3, participants started each trial by facing the landmarks. In Experiment
4, participants started each trial with the landmark behind them; but during the practice, they were instructed to pay attention to the landmark before they started the trial. Participants performed the homing task on two consecutive days. On each
day, the procedure was the same as in the poor environment of Experiment 1A and the no rotation condition of Experiment
1B, and included four cue conditions (vision only, self-motion only, combination, and conflict) with 10 trials in each. At the
end of each trial, participants rated their confidence in their performance on a scale from 1 (‘‘not confident at all”) to 10
(‘‘very confident”) with an interval of 1. Participants were encouraged to distribute ratings across the entire scale.
On the third day, participants returned for a battery of cognitive tests: the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD;
Hegarty, Richardson, Montello, Lovelace, & Subbiah, 2002), in which participants reported confidence in their spatial navigation skills; the Philadelphia Verbal Ability Scale (PVAS; Hegarty, Crookes, Dara-Abrams, & Shipley, 2010), in which participants reported confidence in their verbal skills; the Philadelphia Spatial Ability Scale (PSAS; Hegarty et al., 2010), in which
participants reported how good they were in visualizing and manipulating small- to medium-sized objects; the Mental Rotation Test (MRT; Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978), in which participants mentally rotated objects in depth; and the Paper Folding
Task (PFT), in which participants judged the number and the locations of holes on a paper after it had been folded and
punched through at one location and then unfolded (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976). These surveys were translated to Chinese and German, with a few items modified for cultural differences. We also implemented the Perspective Taking Task (Hegarty & Waller, 2004), in which participants needed to adopt a designated heading defined by two objects and
judge the orientation of a third object with the object layout displayed. However this task was not implemented in the correct manner and was not included in analyses. These tests were administrated in the same order for every participant.
7.2. Results
7.2.1. Response variability
Mean response variabilities are displayed in Fig. 10a. We conducted a two-way repeated measure ANOVA with day (1st
day vs. 2nd day) and cue condition (vision, self-motion, combination, conflict) as independent variables. There was no significant interaction between day and cue condition, F(3, 63) = 1.417, p = 0.246). Therefore, we analyzed the two days together
by averaging variability in the same cue condition across days. The main effect of condition was significant, F(3, 63) = 13.411,
p < 0.001, meaning response variability differed significantly among the four conditions. Planned directional t tests with
Holm-Bonferroni correction showed that the combination condition and the conflict condition had lower variability than
the two single-cue conditions (combination vs. vision, t(21) = 4.585, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.050; combination vs. self-motion,
t(21) = 4.737, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.033; conflict vs. vision, t(21) = 4.513, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.100; conflict vs. self-motion, t
(21) = 4.776, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025). The combination condition was not different from the Bayesian integration model
and the Bayes factor was very close to 3 (t(21) = 0.989, p = 0.334, BF = 2.901). The combination condition differed significantly from the alternation model (t(21) = 9.308, p < 0.001, BF < 0.001). The conflict condition was consistent with the Bayesian integration model (t(21) = 0.695, p = 0.495, BF = 3.608) and differed significantly from the alternation model (t(21)
= 7.924, p < 0.001, BF < 0.001). These results indicate that participants integrated cues optimally or near-optimally in
double-cue conditions.
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Fig. 10. Results of Experiment 4. (a) Response variability (SD) and model predictions. The alternation model’s prediction represents the mean of the
predictions for the combination and the conflict conditions. (b) Observed visual weight, predicted visual weight, and cue relative confidence. Observed
visual weight is displayed for the combination condition, the conflict condition, and the mean of the two. The ordinate represents visual cue weight or visual
cue relative confidence. Error bars represent ± SE of the mean.

7.2.2. Cue weights
Observed visual weights did not differ between the combination and the conflict condition (ps > 0.250), so this variable
was averaged across these two conditions. We conducted a two-way repeated measure ANOVA with day (1st day vs. 2nd
day) and visual cue weight (observed vs. predicted) as independent variables (see Fig. 10b). There was no interaction
between day and visual cue weight, F(1, 21) = 1.435, p = 0.244. Cue weights were larger on the second day than on the first
day, F(1, 21) = 6.252, p = 0.021. Observed visual weights were not significantly different from predicted visual weights, F
(1, 21) = 3.519, p = 0.075. The Bayes factor for the non-significant main effect of visual cue weight was 1.369, indicating that
cue weighting was nearly optimal on the average. These results imply that participants performed relatively better with
visual cues and also weighted visual cues more on the second day compared to the first day.
7.2.3. Confidence ratings and their relationships with cue weights
Participants felt more confident in the vision condition than in the self-motion condition on both days (1st day, t(21)
= 3.129, p = 0.005; 2nd day, t(21) = 3.674, p = 0.001). This difference in confidence did not seem to be caused by a corresponding difference in performance, as response variability in the vision condition did not differ from that in the selfmotion condition on either day (1st day, t(21) = 0.672, p = 0.509; 2nd day, t(21) = 1.602, p = 0.124). Participants also felt
more confident in double-cue conditions than in single-cue conditions (ps < 0.001).
Cue relative confidence was calculated as the average confidence score in the vision condition divided by the sum of that
same score and the average confidence score in the self-motion condition. Cue relative confidence therefore expresses participants’ confidence in using visual cues relative to self-motion cues for spatial localization. Fig. 11 depicts scatterplots
between cue relative confidence, predicted visual weight and observed visual weight. Fig. 12 summarizes the relationships
among these variables on the two days using bivariate correlations (12a) and multivariate linear regression (12b). In the latter analysis, observed visual weight was the dependent variable and cue relative confidence and predicted visual weight
were the independent variables.
Bivariate correlations showed that both cue relative confidence and predicted visual weight were significantly correlated
with observed visual weight on both days (Fig. 12a). The unique contributions of cue relative confidence and predicted visual
weight to predicting observed visual weight remained significant on both days in the multivariate linear regression analysis
(Fig. 12b). The positive correlations between cue relative confidence and predicted visual weight (Fig. 12a) resulted from the
correlation between vision confidence and vision response variability (collapsing across days, r = 0.454, p = 0.034, and on
day 2 alone, r = 0.671, p = 0.001; note that variability is the inverse of reliability), as there was little correlation between
motion confidence and motion response variability (r = 0.149, p = 0.511). These results imply that participants were aware
of their performance in the vision condition, whereas their awareness of performance in the self-motion condition seems to
have been more limited.
7.2.4. Temporal stability of performance and confidence ratings
We were interested in the relationships between cognitive abilities, which should be quite stable over the duration of the
experiment, and both single-cue navigation performance and confidence ratings. Therefore we needed to assess the stability
of navigation performance and confidence ratings across days to decide whether or not to average those variables across
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Fig. 11. Results of Experiment 4. Correlations across participants (a) between observed visual weight and predicted visual weight, (b) between observed
visual weight and cue relative confidence, and (c) between cue relative confidence and predicted visual weight.

Fig. 12. Relationships between predicted visual weight, cue relative confidence, and observed visual weight on two consecutive days in Experiment 4. (a)
Bivariate correlations between the three variables (Pearson r). (b) Multivariate regression analysis with observed visual weight as the dependent variable,
and cue relative confidence and predicted visual weight as the independent variables. b is the standardized regression coefficient. P values are in
parentheses.
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days (see Fig. 10). Predicted visual weights increased on the second day compared to the first day (t(21) = 2.162, p = 0.042). In
contrast, cue relative confidence was not different between the days (t(21) = 0.102, p = 0.920). This interaction was significant (day 1 vs. day 2  reliability vs. confidence, F(1, 21) = 4.726, p = 0.041), as shown in Fig. 10b. The increase in predicted
visual weights on the second day was caused by decreased vision response variability (vision, t(21) = 3.297, p = 0.003) and
unchanged self-motion response variability (self-motion, t(21) = 1.000, p = 0.329), as shown in Fig. 10a. Cue relative confidence remained stable on the second day because participants’ confidence scores increased in both single-cue conditions
on the second day (vision, t(21) = 2.545, p = 0.019; self-motion, t(21) = 2.257, p = 0.035). We speculate that the general
increase in confidence resulted from familiarization with the task. Even though relative performance as reflected in predicted
visual weights (i.e., visual cue relative reliability) was significantly correlated across participants between the two days
(r = 0.461, p = 0.031), response variability in single-cue conditions was not significantly correlated between the two days
(vision, r = 0.262, p = 0.239; self-motion, r = 0.004, p = 0.986). By contrast, confidence in single-cue performance was significantly correlated between days (in visual performance, r = 0.736, p < 0.001; in self-motion performance, r = 0.776,
p < 0.001), and so was cue relative confidence (r = 0.606, p = 0.003). The correlations across days were significantly larger
for rated confidence than response variability in both the vision and the self-motion conditions (vision, z = 2.080,
p = 0.038; self-motion, z = 3.20, p = 0.001), suggesting that rated confidence was more stable over time than performance
across participants. These results suggest that even though confidence ratings were very stable over time, single-cue navigation performance was not. Therefore, we proceeded to analyze their relationships with cognitive abilities separately for
the two days.
7.2.5. Cognitive ability tests
We correlated participants’ performance and cue-weighting strategy with results from the cognitive ability tests. Scores
were calculated in such a way that higher scores corresponded to better performance. Because of the small sample sizes and
large individual differences in cognitive abilities, we used Spearman’s rank order correlation to mitigate the possible influence of outliers. SBSOD and verbal ability were not significantly correlated with predicted visual weight, observed visual
weight, or cue relative confidence (|rhos| < 0.385, ps > 0.070). Table 1 contains Spearman rank correlations between performance measures and mental rotation ability, spatial-object ability, and paper folding ability.
As shown in Table 1, predicted visual weight, observed visual weight, and cue relative confidence were with one exception (predicted visual weight on day 1) significantly negatively correlated with mental rotation ability. These correlations
show that participants with higher mental rotation scores performed relatively worse in the vision condition than in the
self-motion condition, assigned smaller relative weights to visual cues than to self-motion cues in the double-cue conditions,
and had lower relative confidence in the vision condition than in the self-motion condition. In other words, higher mental
rotation scores were associated with better relative performance in the self-motion condition than in the vision condition,
assigning greater relative weight to self-motion information than to visual information, and having greater relative confidence in the self-motion condition than in the vision condition. Predicted visual weight was positively correlated with paper
folding ability on both days, indicating that higher scores on the paper-folding test were associated with better relative performance in the vision condition than in the self-motion condition. The only other significant correlation was between cue
relative confidence and spatial-object ability on the second day. This correlation mirrored that for mental rotation.
7.3. Discussion
The main findings of Experiment 4 are as follows. First, the finding that both predicted visual weight and cue relative confidence had significant unique contributions to predicting observed visual weight indicates that the cue-weighting process is
influenced by both objective performance and by subjective evaluation. Second, participants’ subjective evaluation seemed
to be more stable across days than the variability of their performance for single-cue conditions: cue relative confidence
remained quite stable across days, whereas predicted visual weights tended to change across days; and across participants,
correlations across days for confidence ratings were large, and although predicted visual weight was correlated across days,
there were very weak correlations of single-cue performance across days. Third, correlations between confidence ratings and
variability of performance indicated that participants were more aware of their performance in the vision condition than in
the self-motion condition.
Table 1
Spearman rank-order correlations between measures of task performance and cognitive abilities. P values are in parentheses. Bolded correlations are
statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Mental rotation

Spatial object

Paper folding

Predicted weight

Day 1
Day 2

0.169 (.452)
0.588 (.004)

0.105 (.642)
0.056 (.805)

0.504 (.017)
0.450 (.036)

Observed weight

Day 1
Day 2

0.445 (.038)
0.672 (.001)

0.140 (.534)
0.256 (.250)

0.271 (.223)
0.288 (.194)

Cue relative confidence

Day 1
Day 2

0.468 (.028)
0.561 (.007)

0.384 (.078)
0.457 (.032)

0.052 (.818)
0.175 (.436)
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The results obtained in this experiment can help to explain the findings from Experiment 3. In single-cue conditions, confidence ratings seemed to be more stable across days than the variability of performance. Single-cue confidence was significantly correlated across days, whereas single-cue performance was not. In addition, cue relative confidence did not change
over days, whereas predicted visual weights did change, and this change was driven by performance improvement in the
vision condition. In Experiment 3, we observed that false feedback changed predicted visual weights themselves, and this
influence was mainly reflected in the variability of performance with visual cues. This phenomenon nicely coincides with
the finding in the current experiment that response variability changed in the vision condition but not in the self-motion
condition. Taking the results of Experiments 3 and 4 together, we speculate that false feedback in Experiment 3 distorted
participants’ subjective evaluation of spatial cues, and in the initial stages of performing the spatial updating task, the stable
subjective evaluation guided the unstable objective performance.
This conjecture contrasts with the hypothesis that subjective evaluation is purely a by-product or derivative of actual performance. Further evidence supporting this notion comes from an examination of correlations among confidence and performance variables across days. In the vision condition, response variability on the first day did not correlate significantly
with confidence on the second day (r = 0.077, p = 0.733), but confidence on the first day correlated significantly with
response variability on the second day (r = 0.496, p = 0.019). A similar pattern was observed for predicted visual weight
and cue relative confidence: Predicted visual weight on the first day did not correlate significantly with cue relative confidence on the second day (r = 0.327, p = 0.137), but cue relative confidence on the first day correlated significantly with predicted visual weight on the second day (r = 0.486, p = 0.022). These results, together with the findings that confidence ratings
were more stable than single-cue performance across days, indicate that confidence level on the first day might have guided
performance over time, rather than the reverse.
If our speculation is correct, the source of subjective evaluation is unclear. One hypothesis is that participants’ subjective
evaluation was based on their experiences in real environments. Due to the novelty of the virtual-reality technology, participants’ initial performance in the virtual environment might not have necessarily reflected the way they would have performed in a real environment, causing the relationship between confidence and performance to be weak. As participants
became increasingly more familiar with the virtual reality setup, their performance gradually became aligned with how they
would have performed in real environments.
8. General discussion
In the current project, we applied Bayesian principles to investigate cue integration in human spatial navigation. In Experiments 1A and 1B, we extended previous pioneering work by manipulating cue reliability within-participants. There was
consistent evidence of variability reduction in double-cue conditions relative to single-cue conditions, although the
double-cue vs. single-cue comparisons were not always statistically reliable. Participants weighted visual cues and selfmotion cues based on their relative reliability, and observed weights and predicted weights were correlated in general. There
were situations in which predictions of optimal cue combination were violated (e.g., the combination condition in the poor
environment of Experiment 1A and in the no-rotation condition of Experiment 1B) but these were the exception. These findings by and large replicate critical findings in previous work (Bates & Wolbers, 2014; Nardini et al., 2008; Zhao & Warren,
2015b), and extend those findings by demonstrating that navigators can adjust weights on visual and self-motion cues
depending on their relative reliabilities.
In Experiment 2, we incorporated the influence of visual cue stability into the cue integration paradigm. We wanted to
know whether cue stability would affect cue weights and in what form such influence would be exerted. Our results supported the indirect influence pathway; that is, cue stability affected cue reliability, and cue reliability influenced cue weights
subsequently. Experiencing unstable landmarks across trials seemed to disrupt optimal cue integration in general.
Experiments 3 and 4 helped us to gain a better understanding of the relationship between cue reliability and subjective
evaluation of navigation performance. In Experiment 3, we manipulated participants’ subjective impressions of their performance by giving distorted feedback on response accuracy. We found that the variability of participants’ performance with
individual cues was changed by the distorted feedback, such that telling participants that they were more accurate than they
actually were reduced the variability (i.e., increased the precision) of their performance, and vice versa. Results of Experiment 4 shed light on this puzzling phenomenon by showing that the variability of participants’ performance in the homing
task changed across days, whereas rated confidence was much more stable across days. Results of Experiments 3 and 4 imply
that subjective evaluation could be more than a simple derivative judgment based on actual performance and could potentially guide performance, especially at initial stages of the navigation task. Therefore, even though it did not reflect ground
truth, distorted feedback in Experiment 3 might have changed participants’ subjective evaluation, which in turn might have
altered navigation performance.
Experiments 3 and 4 also shed light on the role of subjective evaluation in the process of cue weighting. The results of
Experiment 4 indicated that on both test days participants weighted visual cues and self-motion cues based on both subjective evaluation and the relative variabilities of their performance with these cues. Our results suggest that when applying
Bayesian principles to the cue integration problem, it is necessary to consider the role of subjective evaluation in addition
to the objective performance. The false feedback manipulation in Experiment 3 mainly affected response variability. In contrast, in Experiment 4, we found that intrinsic subjective evaluation was correlated with weights assigned to cues. It remains
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unclear to us why manipulated subjective evaluation in Experiment 3 and the intrinsic subjective evaluation in Experiment 4
had different relationships with performance and weighting of cues. It is possible that the false feedback in Experiment 3
caused participants to attend more to cues when they believed they were doing well with those cues and that heightened
levels of attention led to improved performance. The larger effect of feedback on visual cues than on self-motion cues might
have resulted from more prior experience attending to visual cues than to self-motion cues. Feedback was not provided in
the double-cue conditions, and this may explain why there was little effect of feedback on the weights assigned to cues. By
contrast, in Experiment 4, participants rated confidence after every trial in all cue conditions, so there is no reason to believe
that attention would have been allocated more to one category of cue than to the other. Reflecting on their performance in
the double-cue conditions, in particular, might have led participants to adjust their cue weights accordingly.
Experiment 4 also revealed intriguing correlations between mental rotation ability and measures of homing performance
and confidence. Several studies have documented correlations between mental rotation ability and various measures of spatial memory and navigation performance (e.g., Fields & Shelton, 2006; Hegarty et al., 2006; Weisberg et al., 2014). However,
to our knowledge, the relationship between mental rotation and use of self-motion information in path integration has not
been documented previously. It is instructive to consider our findings in the context of the theoretical framework proposed
by Hegarty et al. (2006) and Wolbers and Hegarty (2010). In that framework, mental rotation loads on spatial ability (a latent
variable), which is predictive of learning from direct experience and of learning from visual media (both latent variables), but
more so of the latter.5 Sense of direction (a latent variable), which is known to be correlated with path integration performance
(Hegarty et al., 2002; Kozlowski & Bryant, 1977; Sholl, 1988), is more predictive of learning from direct experience than of learning from visual media. Spatial ability and sense of direction are moderately correlated in the model. There are many possible
pathways in this model to support a relationship between mental rotation and performance in path integration. However, given
that measures of mental rotation and of sense of direction tend to be weakly correlated (Hegarty et al., 2002, 2006), we speculate that there may be an aspect of spatial ability that is uniquely related to learning from direct experience using body-based
information (e.g., vestibular cues, proprioceptive information).
In contrast to mental rotation, paper folding scores tended to have positive correlations with measures of task performance. These correlations were substantial and significant for predicted visual weights (i.e., relative reliability of visual to
self-motion cues), showing that participants with better paper folding ability performed relatively better with visual cues
than with self-motion cues. This pattern is the opposite of that for mental rotation. Taken together, these findings imply that
to profile accurately the relationships between cognitive abilities and spatial navigation performance, one may need to dissociate the use of different cue types in the navigation task.
In summary, results from our experiments showed that for the most part participants combined visual cues and selfmotion cues in an optimal or nearly-optimal manner in spatial navigation. However, we also observed some violations of
Bayesian principles. These violations were as follows: In Experiment 1A, the variability of performance in the combination
condition of the poor environment differed from predictions of the Bayesian integration model, and observed visual weights
were smaller than predicted visual weights in the rich environment. In Experiment 1B, the variability of performance in the
combination condition of the no-rotation condition differed from predictions of the Bayesian integration model. We hypothesized that these violations in Experiments 1A and 1B might have occurred because reliability levels alternated so rapidly,
and an analysis of data pooled across reliability levels provided evidence consistent with such an explanation (Appendix A).
In Experiment 2, optimal cue combination was substantially impaired when landmarks were unstable. Finally, in Experiment
3, although response variability was reduced in double-cue conditions for the self-motion positive group, the reductions
were smaller than predicted by Bayesian principles.
Such findings are consistent with previous results on Bayesian cue integration in other domains, which collectively have
shown that whereas optimal cue integration occurs in many circumstances, it does not occur under every circumstance
(Butler et al., 2010; Fetsch et al., 2009; Rosas, Wagemans, Ernst, & Wichmann, 2005; Scarfe & Hibbard, 2011, to name a
few). It is possible, for example, that unmodeled cues or non-uniform priors contributed to the observed deviations from
Bayesian principles (Scarfe & Hibbard, 2011). Systematic studies of these and other variables are needed to isolate factors
that contribute to optimal or sub-optimal cue integration behavior. It is also worth noting that meeting the predictions of
Bayesian integration is a very high standard. Given the modest number of trials per participant (40–80 trials in total), occasional memory failures or lapses of attention could have added sufficient noise to the data to make some comparisons not
statistically reliable.
In all of our experiments, a universal finding was that participants seemed to weight spatial cues in terms of cue relative
reliability (as measured by performance). Even though these indices sometimes did not accord with each other in comparisons of means, consistent positive correlations were found between observed visual weights and predicted visual weights
(in the unstable group in Experiment 2 and in the motion-positive group in Experiment 3, these correlations were not significant). These results support the hypothesis that human navigators integrate self-motion cues and visual cues by following Bayesian principles in general. However, our results also point to the important role of subjective evaluation on
performance and weights assigned to cues during the cue combination process.

5
Learning from visual media was assessed in this framework in part through performance in a desktop virtual environment. Such environments greatly limit
body-based cues during navigation. We believe that the immersive virtual environment used in our experiments is more similar to learning from direct
experience than to learning from visual media in the model.
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To get a more complete picture of relationships between participants’ navigational behaviors and Bayesian cue integration predictions, we pooled all of the participants together from all of our experiments. Fig. 13 shows the scatterplots and
results of linear regressions. There were significant correlations between observed response variability and predicted variability using Bayesian cue combination (Eq. (13)) in both double-cue conditions (Fig. 13ab; combination condition, r = 0.768,
p < 0.001; conflict condition, r = 0.684, p < 0.001), and the regression lines have slopes that do not differ from 1 (combination
condition, slope = 1.005, t(132) = 0.068, p = 0.946; conflict condition, slope = 0.958, t(132) = 0.472, p = 0.638). These results
provide strong support for Bayesian integration in the current experiments.
Not surprisingly given results reported previously, there were significant correlations between predicted visual weights
and observed visual weights in both double-cue conditions (Fig. 13cd; combination, r = 0.576, p < 0.001; conflict, r = 0.550,
p < 0.001), and the regression lines have slopes significantly smaller than 1 (combination condition, slope = 0.439, t(132)
= 10.389, p < 0.001; conflict condition, slope = 0.451, t(132) = 9.150, p < 0.001). The regressions are remarkably consistent
for the combination and conflict conditions, with nearly identical slopes and intercepts. The existence of slopes less than
1.0 implies that participants who performed very well with visual cues or self-motion cues weighted cues conservatively,
deviating from Bayesian predictions. For example, participants who performed very well with self-motion cues relative to
visual cues (e.g., predicted visual weight < 0.20 in Fig. 13cd) tended to down-weight the self-motion information in responding (e.g., observed visual weight > 0.20). This pattern of results creates a conundrum, as the use of non-optimal cue weights
should lead to non-optimal variabilities in double-cue conditions. However, as shown in Fig. 13ab, double-cue response variabilities were quite consistent with Bayesian predictions.
We believe that these discrepancies can be explained in a fully-specified Bayesian decision model (Ma, 2012; Mamassian,
Landy, & Maloney, 2002). One component of such a model estimates the posterior distribution of the relevant variable using
Bayesian principles. In our experiments, this involves estimating the posterior distribution over locations given visual and
self-motion cues, pðLjV; MÞ. The other component of the model corresponds to the application of a decision rule that transforms the posterior distribution into an action. In our experiments, this might consist of constructing a motor plan and walking to the target. Decision rules are determined by the cost function that specifies the consequences of various actions. A
complete Bayesian decision model chooses the action that minimizes expected losses given the posterior distribution
(Berger, 1985).
A cost function that assigned higher cost to a set of predicted cue weights as their variance increased could produce estimates of observed weights that deviated from predicted weights in the manner observed in our experiments (in effect, such a
function assigns higher cost to return paths as they deviate more from the midpoint between the two single-cue distributions). Why would such a cost function have been used? One possible answer is that participants were hedging relative reliability against absolute reliability. Predicted cue weights are computed from relative reliabilities. A cue can have high
relative reliability and still be imprecise, if the other cue or cues have even worse reliability. Navigators might have been
unwilling to trust fully a cue with high relative reliability when other cues were available because their response could still
be inaccurate. Navigators in our experiments might have needed evidence that a cue provided no information about the location of a destination before they would be willing to discount it entirely in their actions.
A similar analysis may be able to account for the cue-integration and cue-competition observed by Zhao and Warren
(2015b; discussed in detail subsequently). Zhao and Warren proposed that cue integration occurred throughout the path,
both outbound and inbound, whereas cue competition occurred during the inbound path. This mixture of Bayesian integration and cue dominance might have been caused by the use of a decision rule that was sensitive to the disparity between
self-motion information and landmarks, and privileged the former for large disparities and the latter for small disparities.
It is worth noting here that in our paradigm, cue integration must predominantly occur during the inbound path to account
for the reduction of response variability observed in the double-cue conditions compared to single-cue conditions, as the
double-cue and single-cue conditions were identical until the outbound path was completed.
A post-hoc analysis of responses separately for the y-axis and the x-axis (correct walking direction and the orthogonal
direction, respectively; see General Method) showed that participants’ responses in double-cue conditions were between
the two single-cue response distributions along the x-axis (see Appendix B for details). However, we found that participants
tended to overshoot distances in double-cue conditions relative to single-cue conditions, which means that along the y-axis,
double-cue response distributions did not lie between the two single-cue response distributions. We believe that the overshooting bias does not imply that participants failed to combine the two single spatial cues, but rather it reflects participants’
higher level of confidence in walking in double-cue conditions (as shown in Experiment 4). We conducted additional analyses of the overshooting bias in double-cue conditions. In brief, analyses of response variability were not affected by the
overshooting bias, and predicted visual weight remained a significant predictor of observed visual weight after the effects
of the overshooting bias had been removed. However, caution is recommended when interpreting comparisons between
mean predicted visual weights and mean observed visual weights in experimental conditions because the overshooting bias
correlated with observed visual weights in some experiments.
The application of Bayesian principles to cue integration in human spatial navigation is relatively novel. One seminal
study was conducted by Nardini et al. (2008) who compared adults with children using the cue integration paradigm and
a real environment. Results showed that adults were able to combine self-motion cues and visual landmarks optimally in
a Bayesian manner, which is consistent with our findings. Children, however, did not integrate but alternated between
the cues. Our project therefore replicated Nardini et al.’s main findings with adults in immersive virtual environments.
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Fig. 13. Correlations between data and Bayesian predictions across all experiments. Data were averaged across within-participant conditions before
plotting, so that each participant contributed only one data point to each scatterplot (134 participants in total). Correlations across participants between
response variability and Bayesian integration predictions for double-cue response variability (a) in the combination condition, and (b) in the conflict
condition. Correlations across participants between observed visual weight and predicted visual weight (c) in the combination condition, and (d) in the
conflict condition. Red lines are best fits in linear regressions; black lines represent y = x. Equations of linear regression and R2 are given in each graph. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Our findings are also consistent with certain aspects of Zhao and Warren’s (2015b) results. Zhao and Warren found that
self-motion and visual cues were combined optimally as measured by response variability by not as measured by response
relative proximity. Relative proximity was dominated by a single cue, with the modal choice determined by cue disparity.
For cue conflicts less than 90°, participants predominately followed visual cues, but for larger conflicts, they followed
self-motion cues. We only tested a 15° conflict, and found that observed weights never approached 0 or 1 on average
(although they did for a few participants) and were consistent with Bayesian predictions under most circumstances. We
speculate that this discrepancy may be explained by different experimental procedures. In Zhao and Warren’s study, participants practiced the task for a very long time (5 days). Participants also experienced the conflict condition exclusively in the
conflict sessions. Extensive familiarity with the experimental procedure and the blocked design might have encouraged the
tendency to rely on one spatial cue only during the initial stage of response. These features of the experiment might also have
allowed people to notice the landmark shift and even estimate the amount of shift. Participants then could have mentally
corrected the landmark shift and been able to optimally integrate corrected landmarks with the self-motion system in a later
stage of response. Such a dissociation between assigned weights and response variability is consistent with the finding in the
current project that regression of observed visual weights on predicted visual weights produced slopes less than 1.0 whereas
regression of response variability on Bayesian-predicted response variability produced slopes equal to 1.0. As discussed previously, we speculate that this discrepancy could be caused by the use of an appropriate decision rule. People may appear to
be optimal in terms of observed response variability but suboptimal in in terms of observed weights, even when they follow
Bayesian principles in estimating the location.
Another possible explanation of Zhao and Warren’s results is a learning effect on single cue performance. Because the
single-cue conditions were measured before the conflict trials, it is possible that the apparent cue integration benefits in
response variability measurement were caused by improvement in precision on visual cues or self-motion cues. The alternative explanation, therefore, is a single-cue-dominance strategy, such that performance was improved with the cue participants chose to follow when conflict trials were measured. In Experiment 4, we observed improved performance in the
homing task on the second day compared to the first day, especially in the vision only condition, consistent with this alternative explanation.
Our findings are not consistent with those recently reported by Petrini et al. (2016), who examined cue combination in a
path reproduction task. Participants experienced an outbound path with vision only, self-motion only, or vision and self-
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motion, and then reproduced the path by walking in darkness. They found that adults did not integrate visual and selfmotion cues in this task, whereas children did so optimally. Petrini et al.’s paradigm is sufficiently different from ours that
direct comparisons may not be informative. For example, self-motion information was available during learning and testing
in the self-motion condition and the vision + self-motion condition but not the vision condition (their vision + self-motion
condition is similar to our self-motion only condition). Petrini et al. presented evidence that the absence of cue integration
in adults might have been caused by intrinsic conflicts between the self-motion-defined response and the visually-defined
response resulting from higher precision in these conditions. The perception of cue conflict might have led to cue switching
instead of cue combination (e.g., Zhao & Warren, 2015b). Participants in our experiments might not have experienced such
conflict or might have had higher tolerance of conflict. It is also possible that the ability to match self-motion information but
not vision information between learning and testing in the vision + self-motion condition interfered in some manner with
cue combination for adults.
Tcheang, Bulthoff, and Burgess (2011) also did not find evidence of cue integration in a homing task, and like Petrini
et al.’s (2016) study, one or more cues were available during the outbound path but only one cue (self-motion information)
was available during testing. It may be necessary for multiple cues to be available at the time of testing to detect cue combination in path integration. In any case, it is clear that more research is needed to isolate the conditions conducive to cue
combination that those that lead to cue switching and other behaviors.
In the current project, we have shown that cue reliability plays an important role in influencing the cue weighting process. We consistently found that observed visual weights were positively correlated with predicted visual weights across
participants. This consistency of this relationship was especially apparent when data were pooled across all four experiments
(Fig. 13cd). But what does cue reliability really mean? It is critical to have a thorough understanding of cue reliability in order
to interpret mechanisms underlying the navigation process.
Cue reliability is at its essence cue quality, which is determined by a cue’s physical properties. Methodologically, we cannot measure cue reliability directly; the only way to know about cue reliability quantitatively is to measure the variability of
the navigator’s responses given the cue, which is the inverse of response precision. For this reason, researchers tend to
equate the inverse of response variability with cue reliability. However, this conception is misleading. Cue reliability is
equivalent to cue quality, whereas response variability measures how well the navigator performs with the cue. Navigational
performance is jointly determined by two factors, cue quality and efficiency of cue utilization. Efficiency of cue utilization
manifests itself when different individuals show different levels of response variability given the same environmental cue
(referring back to the Introduction, this factor encompasses a navigator’s conception of a cue and his or her ability to use
the cue). Therefore, response variability is determined by more than just cue quality. If cue quality determines an objective
level of cue reliability, then efficiency of cue utilization can be conceptualized to scale response variability up or down
depending on how well the navigator can use the cue. We speculate that at an early stage of learning the navigation task,
subjective evaluation will affect response variability, as suggested by the results of Experiment 3. We also speculate that
influence is only temporary, since participants’ navigational performance may become increasingly more stable over time.
Our experiments found that cue reliability can be highly flexible and subjective: A wide range of values existed across
individuals (values on the abscissas of Fig. 13cd, which correspond to visual cue relative reliabilities, range from nearly 0
to 1) and we were able to alter cue reliability within-participants by manipulating participants’ beliefs about their performance with the cue (Experiment 3). Based on these results, we speculate that cue reliability contains at least three different
components. As shown in Fig. 14, measured response variability (equivalent to the inverse of measured cue reliability in the
language used in the literature) can be affected by cue quality, efficiency of cue utilization, and subjective evaluation of performance with the cue. The physical properties of cues, such as size, proximity to the target, richness, and stability, determine their quality as spatial information sources. Efficiency of cue utilization could be affected by navigators’ long-term
habits and preferences in using different spatial cues, or their abilities to compute spatial information from a given cue
(Hok, Chah, Reilly, & O’Mara, 2012; Wolbers & Hegarty, 2010; Wolbers, Wiener, Mallot, & Büchel, 2007). This component
should be very stable across time and situations and reflects one’s pre-existing prior on cue usage. The third component, subjective evaluation, could potentially guide response variability. In Experiment 3, we found that positive and negative distorted feedback affected response variability differently, corresponding to the third component of cue reliability. It is
quite possible that different participants reacted differently to the distorted feedback. Therefore, we speculate that efficiency
of cue utilization and subjective evaluation of performance both contribute to individual differences measured in cue
reliability.
What are the relationships among different reliability components and cue weights? We speculate that cue quality and
efficiency of cue utilization directly affect response variability, which in turn determines cue weights if navigators follow
Bayesian principles. Experiments 1A, 1B and 2 demonstrated the effect of cue quality by manipulating the quality of visual
and self-motion cues. As noted previously, substantial individual differences were observed in all experiments demonstrating the effect of efficiency of cue utilization. The results of Experiment 4, especially the relative stability of rated confidence
over time and the asymmetric relationships between confidence and performance across days, suggest that subjective evaluation of performance has an independent and enduring contribution to the cue-weighting process (the hypothesized causal
role of subjective evaluation needs to be tested experimentally).
The results from our experiments may help to interpret controversial findings in the cue competition literature. Cue competition studies have usually focused on contrasts between different types of spatial cues. In our experiments, navigators
weighted spatial cues based on their relative reliability, suggesting that it is as important to consider quality of cues as to
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Fig. 14. Composite nature of response variability and its relationship to weights assigned to cues. Cue quality and efficiency of cue utilization have
relatively permanent influences on response variability, which in turn affects weights assigned to cues. Subjective evaluation of performance exerts
relatively temporary effects on response variability, but may have relatively more lasting influences on assigned weights to cues. Solid arrows indicate
relatively stable influences, and dotted arrows indicate relatively temporary influences. Blue arrows indicate influences on response variability, and green
arrows indicate influences on assigned weights. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

consider different cue types (Kelly et al., 2009). That is, when observing that one particular spatial cue type dominates
another spatial cue type in a cue competition task, one cannot simply conclude that any cues belonging to the former category would dominate all cues belonging to the latter category. The differences between cues could have been confounded
by differences in cue reliability, and it is quite possible that the cues only differ in the single dimension of cue reliability and
do not belong to distinct modules (e.g., Cheng et al., 2013).
The weighting-by-reliability phenomenon observed in our experiments may also help to explain the cue salience effect of
visual cues, which is a common phenomenon observed in the spatial navigation literature. Cue size, distance, and richness
are three main factors affecting visual cue salience. We speculate that cue salience corresponds to cue quality in Fig. 14. A
consistent finding in the cue salience literature is that the bigger, the closer, and the richer is the spatial cue, the greater
weight the cue gains. For example, more salient visual cues have greater competition capacity and usually win in the competition against less salient cues (Chamizo, Manteiga, Rodrigo, & Mackintosh, 2006; Goodyear & Kamil, 2004; Gouteux &
Spelke, 2001; Learmonth, Nadel, & Newcombe, 2002; Mou & Zhou, 2013; Spetch, 1995). More salient visual cues lead to better spatial learning (Chamizo, Rodrigo, Peris, & Grau, 2006). The cue salience effect also occurs in the adaptation paradigm, in
which visual information is shifted intentionally by experimenters to conflict with path integration cues in a continuous
manner. Navigators adapt to the distorted visual feedback information over time and gradually learn new relationships
between visual information and self-motion information. Bruggeman and his colleagues found that environments richer
in visual cues resulted in quicker and greater adaptation (Bruggeman, Zosh, & Warren, 2007). In the rich environment of
Experiment 1A, we enhanced visual cue salience by providing more landmarks, and found that greater weight was assigned
to the visual cues. This manipulation generated two effects: visual richness of the surrounding environment was enhanced,
and it was more likely that there would be landmarks close to target locations.
In addition to the relationship between cue reliability and cue weighting, our results may also be informative about the
relationship between self-motion cues and visual cues. Further analyses revealed that path integration using self-motion
cues operated relatively independently from external visual inputs. First, there was no overshadowing of self-motion cues
by visual cues. In Experiment 1A, when we compared self-motion conditions in rich and poor environments (orange bars
in Fig. 3a), these two conditions showed equivalent levels of response variability (mean standard deviations = 0.888 m vs.
0.884 m, t(17) = 0.095, p = 0.925), whereas the vision conditions (light blue6 bars in Fig. 3a) differed significantly in response
variability (mean standard deviations = 0.490 m vs. 0.964 m, t(17) = 5.676, p < 0.001). In Experiment 2, response variabilities in
the self-motion condition did not differ between the stable landmarks group and the unstable landmarks group (mean standard
deviations = 0.923 m vs. 0.927 m, t(38) = 0.023, p = 0.982, orange bars in Fig. 6a). In addition, self-motion response variability
did not differ between Experiments 1A and 2 (|ts| < 0.5, ps > 0.7). These results show that the richness and the stability of visual
cues displayed during the outbound path did not affect how participants performed with self-motion cues during the inbound
path. Second, visual performance and self-motion performance were only weakly to moderately correlated in our experiments
(Pearson rs = 0.031–0.376). A separate experiment (unreported here), in which different visual cues (distal landmarks vs. proximal landmarks) were contrasted in the cue integration paradigm, yielded a strong correlation in performance between different
visual cues (Pearson r = 0.927).
Zhao and Warren found that visual cues overshadowed self-motion cues in human spatial navigation (Zhao & Warren,
2015a). The overshadowing effect observed by Zhao and Warren occurred after a relatively long period of navigating with
visual cues. The overshadowing effect was found only the first time that self-motion cues served as the only available information (the 1st catch trial) and disappeared once participants realized that landmarks might not be present during the
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inbound path. Zhao and Warren (2015a) speculated that the failure of the path integration system occurred because it was
not activated for navigational purposes. In our study, the path integration system should have been activated from the very
beginning, since participants had already encountered the self-motion-only condition in practice. Therefore, our results may
not conflict with Zhao and Warren’s findings. Rather, our results suggest that the path integration system, once activated,
would be relatively independent of the visually guided navigation system. Overall, these observations are consistent with
prior studies with animals, which also demonstrated relative independence of the path integration system from the externally based system (Shettleworth & Sutton, 2005). Experiment 4 showed that self-motion performance was neither more
stable nor more accessible to awareness than performance based on visual cues. These results, consistent with Zhao and
Warren’s observations, suggest that the path integration system, though based on internally generated information, is not
superior to external spatial information and should not always function as a reference system against which changes in
the external environment are compared. The mechanisms underlying the activation of the path integration system, however,
remain uninvestigated. We speculate that the attentional system might play a role.
In our experiments, the cue conditions were identical until the end of the outbound path; in particular, both self-motion
cues and visual cues were available during the outbound path in single-cue conditions (see also, Nardini et al., 2008). One
important question is whether similar results would have been obtained if only one cue type had been available during
the outbound path in single-cue conditions (as in the path-integration alone condition of Zhao & Warren, 2015b; note that
in their landmarks only condition, participants had access to self-motion cues and visual cues on the outbound path). Given
the relative independence between self-motion cues and visual cues and the absence of overshadowing during the outbound
path in our experiments, we believe that similar results would have been obtained if only one cue type had been available
during the outbound path in single-cue conditions. We speculate, however, that if any one of the four following situations
occurs, performance in double-cue conditions would appear to deviate from Bayesian principles even if available sources of
information were integrated optimally. First, if there is competition between cues, such that single-cue estimates are
impaired (e.g., overshadowing or blocking effects), double-cue performance may appear to be worse than Bayesian predictions. Second, if there is correlated error or shared components between two single-cue estimates, which is likely to happen
when cues are from the same modality (Oruç, Maloney, & Landy, 2003), double-cue performance may appear worse than
Bayesian predictions. Third, if there is a Gestalt effect when both cues are displayed, such as the configural information
formed by displaying different reference objects together in a layout (Mou & Spetch, 2013), then double-cue performance
may appear to be better than Bayesian predictions. Fourth, if different cues are fused and single-cue estimates are no longer
accessible in memory, which is more likely to happen within-modality than between-modalities (Hillis, Ernst, Banks, &
Landy, 2002), double-cue performance may appear to be superior to the Bayesian prediction. This outcome would depend
on there being information loss or distortion in single-cue conditions when the fused estimate must be transformed back
to a single-cue estimate during retrieval. Our results indicated that no overshadowing occurred and that weak correlations
existed in performance between self-motion cues and visual cues. In addition, because self-motion and visual cues belong to
different sensory modalities, they are not likely to be fused or to create additional information when displayed together.
Therefore, we conclude that our results would probably not change if only one cue were available during the encoding stage
in the single cue conditions.
9. Conclusions and future directions
This project investigated the ways in which spatial cues are integrated in human spatial navigation. First, we found that,
as in other domains of investigation, human navigators were able to integrate spatial cues from different modalities optimally or near-optimally in a Bayesian manner. Second, the very consistent pattern of positive correlations between cue relative reliability (predicted visual weights) and observed visual weights highlights the need to consider cue quality in
addition to cue type when one examines the various roles of different spatial cues in the navigation process. Third, the wide
range of cue relative reliabilities across participants and the fact that measured cue reliability was affected systematically by
experimental manipulations and guided by subjective evaluation together imply that cue reliability is multifaceted, flexible,
and strategic. Fourth, we demonstrated that the Bayesian framework can be useful in studying the factors affecting the cueweighting process, and we found that landmark instability affected cue weights indirectly by changing cue reliability. Fifth,
we found that across participants, the ability to navigate with self-motion cues relative to visual cues, the weighting of selfmotion cues relative to visual cues, and rated confidence in self-motion cues relative to visual cues, all correlated strongly
and positively with mental rotation ability. Finally, our results reveal the dynamic interactions among subjective evaluation,
objective performance, and cue weighting over time, and point to the important role of subjective evaluation in the early
stages of spatial navigation.
The framework depicted in Fig. 14 extends the basic framework of Bayesian cue integration. Of special importance is the
flexibility proposed for both cue weighting and cue reliability. Flexibility in cue weighting has been demonstrated widely in
the cue integration literature. We demonstrated in our study that cue reliability could be flexible as well. Previous studies
have demonstrated that individuals differ considerably in navigation performance, but to our knowledge, ours is the first to
show that individuals differed widely in their relative abilities to use different types of spatial cues. We also demonstrated
for the first time, to our knowledge, that cue reliability was subject to influences of subjective evaluation of response accuracy. We can think of several ways in which this framework could be further tested.
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First, the framework in Fig. 14 proposes that physical properties of cues, or cue quality, affect cue weights only by affecting response variability (the indirect pathway). Our results on landmark instability (Exp. 2), in particular, support such a connection. This relation could be tested further by manipulating other physical properties of spatial cues (e.g., distance, size)
and determining whether these manipulations influence observed cue weights only by affecting the variability of performance (as stipulated in the model) or also directly, without affecting performance.
Second, to examine further individual differences in efficiency of cue utilization, future studies could use training paradigms to improve navigational abilities with a given spatial cue, while keeping physical properties of the cue constant, and
test whether the observed weight assigned to the cue increases relative to baseline and, again, whether these effects occur
through improved performance. It would be especially interesting to train navigation-related cognitive abilities (e.g., mental
rotation ability; Feng, Spence, & Pratt, 2007; Terlecki, Newcombe, & Little, 2008) and assess whether the improvement is
transferred to navigation performance (e.g., self-motion performance in particular) and also affects how cues are weighted.
Third, based on our results on distorted feedback (Exp. 3) and confidence ratings (Exp. 4), we have hypothesized that the
effects of distorted subjective evaluation are of limited temporal duration. To our knowledge, however, this hypothesis has
not been tested directly. It would be worthwhile to test whether the changes in cue reliability will be sustained after distorted feedback ceases, and whether the effects of distorted feedback disappear over time as navigators become familiar with
the task and obtain authentic impressions of their own performance.
Finally, it is worthwhile applying this framework to special populations, such as people with neurodegenerative diseases.
For example, it has been shown that Alzheimer’s patients have difficulties updating beliefs in response to new information
(Souchay, 2007). Therefore, it is possible that the false feedback manipulation in our Experiment 3 might fail to exert any
influences on navigational behaviors in such patients. It is also documented that Alzheimer’s patients were particularly
impaired in metacognitive abilities, unable to judge self-performance correctly (Dodson et al., 2011; Souchay, 2007). It
would be interesting to test how their self-rated confidence influences the cue-weighting process.
Relating to this framework, other research questions are worth pursuing in future investigation. Would active attention to
cues affect the cue-weighting process directly, without affecting performance with the cue, or indirectly through performance? Similarly, in the cue competition paradigm, blocking can reduce the weight assigned to the blocked cue. Is this
weight-reduction effect direct or indirect? Finally, the two types of spatial cues investigated in the current study belonged
to different sensory modalities. It is possible that different rules underlie within-modality and inter-modality spatial cue
interaction (Hillis et al., 2002; Mou & Spetch, 2013).
In sum, this project has advanced the scientific understanding of the interactions among spatial cues during navigation.
Future studies are needed to shed more light on how Bayesian principles are implemented in the human navigational system
and how the Bayesian framework can be utilized to incorporate other phenomena (e.g., overshadowing and blocking of spatial cue) observed in spatial navigation.
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Appendix A
This appendix summarizes the pooled analysis in Experiments 1A and 1B. Responses were pooled across cue reliability
levels for each condition. The results are visually depicted in Fig. A1.
In both Experiments 1A and 1B, participants integrated and weighted visual and self-motion cues optimally or nearlyoptimally. In Experiment 1A, a repeated measure ANOVA with condition as the independent variable showed that response
variability differed significantly among the four conditions (F(3, 51) = 10.988, p < 0.001). Planned directional t tests with
Holm-Bonferroni correction showed that both double-cue conditions showed significant variability reduction relative to
the two single-cue conditions (combination vs. vision, t(17) = 2.166, p = 0.045 < acrit = 0.100; combination vs. motion, t
(17) = 3.602, p = 0.002 < acrit = 0.050; conflict vs. vision, t(17) = 3.775, p = 0.002 < acrit = 0.033; conflict vs. motion, t(17)
= 10.761, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025). The combination condition did not differ from the Bayesian integration model, but the
Bayes factor fell short of the cut point of 3 (t(17) = 1.480, p = 0.157, BF = 1.628); these results indicate near-optimal cue integration. The conflict condition was consistent with the Bayesian integration model (t(17) = 0.340, p = 0.738, BF = 3.907). Both
double-cue conditions were different from the alternation model (combination vs. alternation model, t(17) = 3.426,
p = 0.003, BF = 0.073; conflict vs. alternation model, t(17) = 8.521, p < 0.001, BF < 0.001). Because observed visual weight
was consistent between the two double-cue conditions (combination condition and conflict conditions did not differ in
observed visual weight in either environment, ps > 0.500), we took the mean of the two conditions to get a more reliable
estimate. Observed visual weight was consistent with predicted visual weight (t(17) = 0.404, p = 0.691, BF = 3.824), indicating optimal cue-weighting process. Observed visual weight was positively correlated with predicted visual weight across
participants (r = 0.772, p < 0.001), indicating that participants weighted cues based on their relative reliability. Observed
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Fig. A1. Results of pooled analysis in Experiments 1A and 1B. (a) Response variability (SD) and model predictions. The alternation model’s prediction
represents the mean of the predictions for the combination and the conflict conditions. (b) Observed visual weight and predicted visual weight. Observed
visual weight is displayed for the combination condition, the conflict condition, and the mean of the two. The ordinate represents visual cue weight. (c)
Correlations across participants between observed visual weight (mean of combination and conflict conditions) and predicted visual weight. Error bars
represent ± SE of the mean. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

visual weight was also positively correlated between the two double-cue conditions across participants (r = 0.515, p = 0.029),
indicating that participants weighted cues similarly in the combination and the conflict conditions.
In Experiment 1b, the four conditions differed significantly in response variability, F(3, 51) = 8.085, p < 0.001. Both doublecue conditions showed significantly lower variability than single-cue conditions (combination vs. vision, t(17) = 2.606,
p = 0.018 < acrit = 0.100; combination vs. motion, t(17) = 4.996, p < 0.001 < acrit = 0.025; conflict vs. vision, t(17) = 2.793,
p = 0.012 < acrit = 0.050; conflict vs. motion, t(17) = 3.762, p = 0.002 < acrit = 0.033). The combination condition was not different from Bayesian predictions, but the Bayes factor was smaller than 3 (t(17) = 1.715, p = 0.105, BF = 1.213); these results
imply nearly-optimal cue integration. The conflict condition was almost fit by the Bayesian integration model (t(17) = 0.873,
p = 0.395, BF = 2.942). Both double-cue conditions differed from the alternation model (ts > 2.500, ps < 0.022, BFs < 0.005).
Observed visual weight was averaged across the two double-cue conditions, since the combination condition and the conflict
condition did not differ in observed visual weight in either rotation level, ps > 0.300. Participants weighted cues in an optimal manner, in that observed visual weight was consistent with predicted visual weight (t(17) = 0.565, p = 0.579, BF = 3.569).
Positive correlations existed between predicted visual weight and observed visual (r = 0.584, p = 0.011), indicating participants weighted cues in terms of their relative reliability. Observed visual weight was positively correlated between the
two double-cue conditions (r = 0.860, p < 0.001), showing that cue-weighting strategies were consistent between the combination and conflict conditions.
Appendix B
This appendix describes analyses of the overshooting bias in double cue conditions.
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As described in the General Method section, inbound stopping points were transformed to a common spatial coordinate
system with the target location at the origin, the correct walking direction as the y-axis, and the orthogonal direction as the
x-axis. As shown in Fig. A2, along the x-axis, the double-cue distributions tended to lie between the two single-cue distributions, indicating that participants combined visual and self-motion cues when both were available. However, along the
y-axis, there was a consistent tendency for participants to overshoot distances in double-cue conditions relative to singlecue conditions. It is impossible to estimate the true magnitude of this bias. As an approximation, we computed the signed
difference between the mean y value in the combination and the conflict conditions (pooled) and the mean y value in the
vision and the self-motion conditions (pooled). Across all experiments, this overshooting index averaged 0.228 ± 0.028 m
(SE) and shows that the distribution centroids of double-cue conditions did not lie between the distribution centroids of
single-cue conditions along the y axis. This result might be interpreted to indicate that participants did not combine vision
and self-motion cues along the y-axis. However, we believe that this overshooting bias reflects participants’ higher levels of
confidence in their walking responses when both cues were available to them (as shown in Experiment 4).
To assess the influence of the overshooting bias in double-cue conditions on the cue-weighting analysis, we conducted
multivariate linear regression analyses with predicted visual weight and the overshooting index as the predictors and
observed visual weight as the dependent variable. Standardized regression coefficients (b) for the two predictors are in
the first two columns of Table A1. Predicted visual weight remained a significant predictor in most experiments, with the
exception of the unstable group of Experiment 2 and the motion positive group of Experiment 3; in both cases the bivariate

Fig. A2. Scatterplots of response points pooled across participants and across all experiments for target locations in the single cue conditions (a) and in the
double-cue conditions (b), respectively. The origin represents the target location, and y-axis represents the correct walking direction to the target location.
Response points were plotted separately for each condition and each side. The distribution centroids for each participant were not removed prior to pooling
in order to show the relative positions of distribution centroids for different conditions.
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Fig. A2. (continued)

Table A1
Results of analyses of overshooting bias.

Exp1A, rich environment
Exp1A, poor environment
Exp1B, no rotation
Exp1B, rotation
Exp2, unstable group
Exp2, stable group
Exp3, vision positive
Exp3, motion positive
Exp4, day1
Exp4, day2
All experiments

Predicted visual weight b

Overshooting index b

Overshooting index (m)

Y v ision  Y motion (m)

0.722
0.473
0.709
0.440
0.414
0.514
0.685
0.292
0.711
0.787
0.634

0.142 (0.481)
0.414 (0.045)
0.043 (0.823)
0.617 (0.001)
0.023 (0.921)
0.241 (0.275)
0.167 (0.468)
0.482 (0.036)
0.096 (0.554)
0.102 (0.488)
0.129 (0.062)

0.091
0.043
0.435
0.601
0.107
0.122
0.293
0.174
0.346
0.292

0.113 (0.118)
0.160 (0.133)
0.001 (0.998)
0.717 (0.020)
0.172 (0.071)
0.177 (0.160)
0.182 (0.015)
0.050 (0.682)
0.066 (0.632)
0.000 (0.999)

(0.002)
(0.025)
(0.002)
(0.007)
(0.087)
(0.029)
(0.008)
(0.182)
(<0.001)
(<0.001)
(<0.001)

(0.049)
(0.566)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.083)
(0.067)
(0.001)
(0.005)
(<0.001)
(<0.001)

Notes: Multiple regressions of observed visual weight on predicted visual weight and the overshooting index were conducted for each experiment
separately and for data pooled across all experiments. 1st and 2nd columns are standardized regression coefficients in double-cue conditions. 3rd column is
the mean value of the overshooting index. 4th column is the mean difference in y between the vision and the motion conditions, with positive values
corresponding to greater overshooting in the vision condition. Note that in column 4 ‘‘overshoot” is a relative term, because participants tended to
undershoot distances in single-cue conditions. P values are in parentheses (H0 = 0).
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correlations between predicted visual weight and observed visual weight were weak. The overshooting index contributed
significantly to observed visual weight in three experiments: In the poor environment of Experiment 1A, the overshooting
index correlated negatively with observed visual weight (i.e., the higher the index, the larger the weight on self-motion
cues), and participants overshot more in the self-motion condition than the vision condition (Table A1, 4th Column). In
the rotation condition of Experiment 1B and the motion positive group of Experiment 3, the overshooting index correlated
positively with observed visual weight (i.e., the higher the index, the larger the weight on visual cues), and participants overshot more in the vision condition than in the self-motion condition. These results suggest that the more participants overshot in double-cue conditions, the greater the magnitude of the observed weight for the spatial cue for which participants
overshot more. When all experiments were analyzed together, predicted visual weight remained a significant predictor, and
the overshooting index correlated positively with observed visual weight, meaning that the more participants overshot in
double-cue conditions, the greater the magnitude of the observed visual weight. This result occurs in the pooled multiple
regression analysis because participants tended to overshoot more in the vision condition than in the self-motion condition
when all experiments are considered together.
These results show that the overshooting bias in double-cue conditions did not compromise the correlations between
predicted visual weight and observed visual weight. In most experiments, predicted visual weight continued to correlate
substantially with observed visual weight in the presence of overshooting bias in double-cue conditions along the y-axis.
However, caution is recommended in the interpretation of the comparisons between mean predicted visual weight and
mean observed visual weight within experimental conditions, since overshooting bias correlated positively with observed
visual weight in some experiments. In particular, the multivariate linear regression analyses showed that the larger the overshooting bias in double-cue conditions, the greater the assigned weight to the cue with which participants overshot more.
This result suggests that the mean calculated weight assigned to that cue might be inflated in the calculations.
In the analyses of response variability, the distribution centroid was subtracted before the standard deviation of the distribution was calculated. Therefore, these analyses are not affected by whether or not the double-cue distributions lie
between the single-cue distributions.
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